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ABSTRACT
This document contains the text of a Senate hearing
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Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638)
and includes the language of the proposed amendments. The bill
primarily addresses federal funding for Indian tribes to operate
federal programs mandated to benefit Indian tribes. Opening
statements are given by Suzan Shown Harjo, Executive Director of the
National Congress of American Indians; Lionel John, Executive
Director, United South and Eastern Tribes; Billy Frank, Chairman of
the Northwest Indian Fish Commission; and Stanley Paytiamo, Governor,
Acoma Pueblo Tribe. Senator Daniel Evans (Washington) then questions
witnesses including the opening speakers; Ron Allen, Chairman for the
Jamestown Klallam Tribe; Joseph DeLaCruz, President for the
Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians; Clarence Skye, Executive
Director of the United Sioux Tribes; Margaret Roberts, Board member
of the Alaska Native Health Board; Gordon Pullar, President of the
Kodiak Area Native Association; and Anthony Drennar, Vice-President
of the Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona. Issues examined and discussed
include funding carried over from previous fiscal years; federal tort
claims coverage for tribal organizations; provision of technical
assistance to tribes to develop their capacity to contract and assume
administration of federal progress; tribal budgeting systems; and
contract funding, indirect costs, and contract appeals. Prepared
statements and additional material are appended. (DHP)
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INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION AND EDUCATION
ASSISTANCE ACT AMENDMENTS 0? 1987

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in rooms 5

and 6, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 211 North Tampa Street, Tampa, FL,
Hon. Daniel K. Inouye (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Inouye and Evans.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL K. INOUYE, U.S. SENATOR FROM
HAWAII, CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

The CHAIRMAN. Pursuant to the rules of the U.S. Senate, and au-
thority vested in me by those rules, I am pleased to call this hear-
ing to order to consider S. 1703, the Indian Self-Determination and
Education Assistance Act Amendments of 1987.

The committee has worked closely with Indian tribal leaders for
the past 8 months to develop these amendments. In March of this
year, Indian leaders from the states of Washington, Oregon, Arizo-
na, Alaska, South Dakota, and Mississippi met with committee
staff for 2 days to educate staff about tribal concerns with self-de-
termination contracts.

Tribal elected officials, program planners, financial managers,
and program directors explained to the staff problems with unsta-
ble contract funding, the failure of Federal agencies to fully fund
tribal indirect cost rates, the inappropriate application of Federal
acquisition regulations to self-determination contracts, and other
matters.

The committee also held a meeting on April 22 and heard many
excellent recommendations from tribal witnesses. The committee
responded positively to these recommendations. On August 17 we
sent a draft bill to tribal elected officials for review and comment.

This bill addresses many tribal concerns, and they include: the
need for the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Serv-
ice to fully fund tribal indirect costs for self-determination con-
tracts; the need for year-to-year stability of contract funding levels
in order to improve planning and management of programs; clari-
fying that Federal acquisition regulations do not apply to self-de-
termination contracts; allowing tribes that have successfully oper-
ated programs for 3 or more years, and that have clean audits, to
enter into 5-year mature contracts; reducing the paperwork and re-
porting requirements for mature contracts; alleviating problems as-
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sociated with over-recovery and under-recovery of indirect costs
from Federal agencies other than the BIA and IHS; and improving
avenues for contract appeals and conflict resolution.

While we believe that this is a good bill, we do not pretend to be
the experts on these complicated matters; therefore, we need a
very careful review of our efforts to address indirect costs. We still
need to address the area of construction contracts.

The tribal elected officials and program directors who have
worked with self-determination contracts for many years are the
real experts; therefore, if you have any recommendations for
changes or improvements that are needed, this is the time for you
to let us know. The committee is relying on you for guidance in
this very important area.

I am pleased to present to you the vice chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on Indian Affairs, Senator Daniel Evans of the
State of Washington.

Senator EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am delighted to be here and to join with the chairman in these

hearings. He has stated the elements in the bill succinctly and
well. It is important now for us to hear from all of you as to how
close we are to the mark, additions and changes that might be nec-
essary to make this an even better bill. It is certainly my hope
and I know that of the chairman and the members of the commit-
teeto attempt to move strongly in this field during this congress
to try to open up new opportunities to finally fulfill, as closely as
we can, the real concepts of self-determination that have been the
goal of so many for so many years. I look forward with real inter-
est to your testimony and to the help that we will have from that.

[The text of S. 1703 follows:]
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5.1703

II

To amend the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, and for
other purposes.

EV' THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STttiES
SEPTEMBER 18 (legislative day, SEPTEMBER 17), 1987

Air. EcANs (for himself, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. McCAIN, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. DECON-
CINI, Mr. MURKOWSKI, Mr. DASCHLE, Mr. DOMENICI, Mr. HATFIELD, Mr.
PACKWOOD, Mr. COCHRAN, Mr. HECHT, and Mr. BINOAMAN) introduced
the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Select Commit-
tee on Indian Affairs

A BILL
To amend the Indian Self-Determination and Education

Assistance Act, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ayes of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 TITLE IADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

4 SEC. 101. SHORT TITLE AND TABLE OF CONTENTS.

5 This Act may be referred to as the "Indian Self-Deter-

6 mination and Education Assistance Act Amendments of

7 1987".

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TITLE I-AIMINISTRATIVF PRO% ISIONS
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Sec. 101. Short title and table of contents
Sec. 102. Declaration of Policy
Sec. 103. Definitions
Sec. 104. Reporting and audit req. -rents

TITLE II-INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION ACT AMENDMENTS

Sec. 201. Self-Determination Contracts
Sec. 202. Technical Assistance and Grants to Tribal Organizations
Sec. 203. Personnel

Sec. 204. Administrative Provisions
Sec. 205. Contract Funding and Indirect Costs
Sec. 206. Contract Appeals
Sec. 207. Savings Provisions
Sec. 208. Severability

1 SEC. 102 DECLARATION OF POLICY.

2 Section 3 of the Indian Self-Determination and Educa-

3 tin Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of January 4,

4 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further amended by

5 striking existing subsection "(b)" and inserting the following

6 new subsection "(b)" in lieu thereof.

7 "(b) The Congress declares its commitment to the

R maintenance of the Federal Government's unique and

9 continuing relationship with and responsibility to indi-

10 vidual Indian tribes and to the Indian people as a

11 whole through the establishment of a meaningful

12 Indian self-determination policy which will permit an

13 orderly transition from the federtl domination of pro-

14 grams for and services to Indians to effective and

15 meaningful participation by the Indian people in the

16 planning, conduct, and administration of those pro-

17 grams and services. In accordance with this policy the

18 United Statcs is committed to supporting and assisting

S 1703 IS
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1 Indian tribes in the development of stung and stable

2 tribal governments, capable of administering quality

3 programs and developing the econom;es of their respec-

4 tive communities.".

5 SEC. 103. DEFINITIONS.

6 Section 4 of the Indian Self-Determination and Educa-

7 tion Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of January 4,

8 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further amended-

9 (a) by adding the following new subsections (a), (b), (c)

10 and (d):

11 "(a) 'construction programs' means programs for

12 the planning, design, construction, repair, improve-

13 ment, and expansion of buildings or facilities but not

14 limited to, housing, sanitation, roads, schools, adminis-

15 tration and health facilities, irrigation and agricultural

16 works and water conservation, flood control, or port

17 facilities;

18 "(b) 'contract costs' means all direct and indirect

19 costs w:ich are necessary and reasonable for the

20 proper and efficient administration of self-determination

21 contracts;

22 "(c) 'contract funding base' means the base level

23 from which contract funding needs are d.etermined, and

24 includes all contract costs;

S 1701 IS
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"(d) 'direct program costs' means costs that can

be identified specifically with a particular contract

objective;";

(b) by redesignating existing subsections "(a)" and "(b)"

as subsections "(e)" and "(f)" respectively;

6 (c) by adding the following now subsections (g,, (h),

7 and (i):

8 "(g) 'indirect costs' means costs incurred for a

P common or joint purpose benefiting more than one con-

10 tract objective, or which are not readily assignable to

11 the contract objectives specifically benefited without

12 effort disproportionate to the results achieved: Provid-

13 ed, That indirect costs are determined by multiplying

14 the amount of direct program costs by the indirect cost

15 rate for such contract;

16 "(h) 'indirect cost rate' means the rate arrived at

17 through negotiation between an Indian tribe or tribal

18 organization and the cognizant Federal agency;

19 "(i) 'mature contract' ineans a self-determination

20 contract that has been continuously operated by an

21 Indian tribe or tribal organization for three or more

22 years, and for which there are no significant and mate-

23 ria 1 audit exceptions in the annual financial audit of

24 such Indian tribe or tribal organization;";

S 1701 IS
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1 (d) by redesignating existing subsection "(c)" as subsec-

2 tion "(j)";

3 (e) by striking existing subsection "(d)" and by redesig-

4 nating as subsection "ili)" and inserting the following new

5 subsection in lieu thereof:

6 "(k) 'Secretary', unless otherwise designated,

7 means either th; Secretary of Health and Human

8 Services or the Secretary of the Interior or both;";

9 (f) by adding the following new subsection "(1)":

10 "0? 'self-determination contract' means an inter -

11 governmental contract entered into pursuant to this

12 Act between an Indian tribe or tribal organization and

13 an agency of the United Staten for the purpose of as-

14 surfing Indian participation in the planning, conduct

15 and administration of programs or services which are

16 otherwise provided to Indian tribes and their members

17 pursuant to Federal law: Provided, That no intergov-

18 ernmental contract shalt be construed to be a procure-

19 ment contract; rnd "; and

20 (g) by redesignating existing subsection "or as subsec-

21 tion "(m)".

22 SEC. 104. REPORTING AND AUDIT REQUIREMENTS.

23 Subsection (a) of section 5 of the Indian Self-Determina-

24 tion and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act

S i703 IS
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1 of January 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further

2 amended-

3 (a) by inserting after the words "as the appropriate Sec-

4 retary shall prescribe," the following: "by regulations pro-

5 mulgated under the Administrative Procedure Act (Act of

6 June 11, 1946, 60 Stat. 237, as amended), consistent with

7 section 102(d)(5) of this Act,"; and

8 (b) by changing the period at the end of the subsection

9 to a colon and inserting the following proviso: "Provided,

10 however, That for the purposes of this subsection, such

11 records for multi-year contracts shall consist of quarterly fi-

12 nancial statements for the purpose of quarterly advance pay-

13 ments, the annual single-agency audit required by the Single

14 Audit Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-502, Act of October 19,

15 1984, 98 Stat. 2327), and a brief annual program report.".

16 TITLE II INDIAN SELF- DETERMINATION ACT

17 AMENDMENTS

18 SEC. 201. SELF-DETERMINATION CONTRACTS.

19 (a) Section 102 of the Indian Self-Determination and

20 Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of Janu-

21 ary 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further amended

22 to read as follows:

23 "SEc. 102. (a)(1) The Secretary is directed, upon the

24 request of any Indian tribe or tribal organization, to enter

25 into a self-determination contract or contracts with such

S 1703 IS
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1 Indian tribe or tribal organization to plan, conduct, and

2 administer programs, including construction programs, or

3 portions thereof-

4 "(i) provided for in the Act of April 16, 1934 (48

5 t: , )9e), as amenued by this Act;

6 "(ii) any program or portion thereof which the

7 Secretary is authorized to administer for the benefit of

8 Indians under the Act of November 2, 1921 (42 Stat.

9 208), and any Act subsequent thereto;

10 "(iii) any or all of the functions, authorities, and

11 responsibilities of the Secretary of Health and Human

12 Services under the Act of August 5, 1954 (68 Stat.

13 674), as amended;

14 "(iv) any program or portion thereof, including

15 construction programs, administered by the Secretary

16 for the benefit of "Indians for which appropriations are

17 made to agencies other than the Department of Health

18 and Human Services or the Department of the Interi-

19 or; and

20 "(v) any program, or portion thereof, for the bene-

21 fit of Indians without regard to the agency or office of

22 the Department of Health and Human Services or

23 the Department of the Interior within which it is

24 performed.

S 1703 IS
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1 "(2) Any Indian tribe or tribal organization may subm..

2 a proposal for a self-determination contract to the Secretary

3 for review. The Secretary shall, within ninety days after re-

4 ceipt of a proposal for a self-determination contract, approve

5 the proposal unless a specific finding is made that-

6 "(A) the service to be rendered to the Indian

7 beneficiaries of the particular program or function to be

8 contracted will not be satisfactory;

9 "(B) adequate protection of trust resources is not

10 assured; or

11 "(C) the proposed project or function to be con-

12 tracted for cannot be properly completed or maintained

13 by the proposed contract.

14 "(3) Indian tribes and tribal organizations shall be enti-

15 tied to contract for any program or function operated by the

16 Federal Government for the benefit of such tribe, as provided

17 in this section.

18 "(4) Upon the request of any Indian tribe or tribal orga-

19 nization that operates two or more mature self-determination

20 contracts, the Secretary is authorized to allow such Indian

21 tribe or tribal organization to consolidate such contracts into

22 one single contract.

23 "(b) Whenever the Secretary declines to enter into a

24 self - determination contract or contracts pursuant to subsec-

25 tion (a) of this section, ' or she shall (1) state his or her

S 1703 to
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1 objections in writing to the Indian tribe or tribal organization

2 within sixty days, (2) provide assistance to the Indian tribe or

3 tribal organization to overcome his or her stated objections,

4 and (3) provide the Indian tribe or tribal organization with a

5 hearing, under such rules and regulations as he or she may

6 promulgate, and the opportunity for appeal on the objections

7 raised.

8 "(c)(1) The Secretary is authorized to require any

9 Indian tribe or tribal organization requesting to enter into a

10 self-determination contract pursuant to the provisions of this

11 title to obtain adequate liability insurance: Provided, however,

12 That, except for liability for interest prior to judgment or for

13 punitive damages, each such policy of insurance shall contain

14 a provision that the insurance carrier shall waive any right it

15 may have to raise as a defense the tribe's sovereign immunity

16 from suit, but that such waiver shall extend only to claims

17 the amount and nature of which are within the coverage and

18 limits of the policy and shall not authorize or empower such

19 insurance carrier to waive or otherwise limit the tribe's sov-

20 ereign immunity outside or beyond the coverage and limits of

21 the policy of insurance.

22 "(2)(A) For purposes of section 224 of the Public Health

23 Service Act (42 U.S.C. 233(a)), and chapter 171 and section

24 1346 of title 28, United States Code, with respect to claii.i.

25 for personal injury, including death, resulting from the per-

1 r-
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1 formance of medical, surgical, dental, or related functions,

2 including the conduct of clinical studies or investigations, a

3 tribal organization or Indian contractor carrying out a con-

4 tract, grant agreement, or cooperative agreement under this

5 section or section 104(b) of this Act, the Act of April 30,

6 1908 (35 Stat. 71; 25 U.S.C. 47), or section 23 of the Act of

7 June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 861; 25 U.S.C. 47), is deemed to be

8 part of the Public Health Service of the Department of

9 Health and Human Services widle carrying out such contract

10 or agreement and its employees (including those acting on

11 behalf of the organization or contractor as provided in section

12 2671 of title 28) are deemed employees of the Service while

13 acting within the scope of their employment in carrying out

14 the contract or agreement.

15 "(B) Subparagraph (A) shall apply to an urban Indian

16 organization, and to employees of an urban Indian organiza-

17 tion, only with respect to services provided to Indians.".

18 (b) Section 103 of the Indies.: Self-Determination and

19 Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of Janu-

20 ary 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is hereby repealed.

21 SEC. 202. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND GRANTS TO TRIBAL

22 ORGANIZATIONS.

23 Section 104 of the Indian Self-Determination and Edu-

24 cation Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of January

25 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further amended

S 1703 IS
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1 (a) by redesignating such section as section

2 "103"; and

3 (b) by adding the following new subsection (d) at

4 the end'thereof:

5 "(d) The Secretary is directed, upon the request of any

6 Indian tribe or tribal organization, to provide technical assist-

7 ance on a non-reimbursable basis to such Indian tribe or

8 tribal organization-

9 "(1) to develop any new self-determination con-

10 tract authorized pursuant to this Act;

11 "(2) to provide for the assumption by such Indian

12 tribe or tribal organization of any program, or portion

13 th'; aof, provided for in the Act of April 16, 1934 (48

14 Stat. 596), as amended by this Act, any other program

15 or portion thereof which the Secretary is authorized to

16 administer for the benefit of Indians under the Act of

17 November 2, 1921, (42 Stat. 208), and any Act subse-

1$ quent thereto; or

19 "(3) to develop modifications to any proposal for a

20 self-determination contract which the Secretary has de-

21 dined to approve pursuant to section 102 of the Act.".

22 SEC. 203 PERSONNEL.

23 Section 105 of the Ir.iian Self-Determination and Edu-

24 cation Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of January

25 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further amended

S 1703 IS
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1 (a) by redesignating such section as section

2 "104"; and

3 (b) in subsection (e), by deleting the words "on or

4 before December 31, 1988".

5 SEC. 204. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

6 Section 106 of the Indian Self-Determination and Edu-

7 cation Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of January

8 4, 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further amended-

9 (a) by redesignRting such section as "105";

10 (b) by changing the period at the end of existing subsec-

1.1. tion "(a)" to a colon and adding the following new proviso at

12 the end thereof: "Provided further, That the Office of Feller-

13 al Procurement Policy Act (Public Law 93-400, Act of

14 August 30, 1974, 88 Stat. 796) and Federal acquisition regu-

15 lations promulgated thereunder shall not apply to self-deter-

16 urination contract."; /

17 (c) by stiking existing subsection "(c)" and inserting the

18 following in lieu thereof:

19 "(c) Any self-determination contract requested by an

20 Indian tribe or tribal organization pursuant to section 102 of

21 this Act shall be for a term not to exceed three years in the

22 case of a new contract, and for a term not to exceed ii :e

23 years in the case of a mature contract unless the appropriate

24 Secretary determines that a longer term would be advisable:

25 Provided, That the amounts of such contracts shall be subject

S 1703 IS
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1 to the availability of appropriations: Provided further, That

2 tha amounts of such contracts may be renegotiated annually

3 to reflect factors, including but not limited to cost increases

4 beyond the control of an Indian tribe or tribal

5 organizations.";

6 (d) by striking existing subsection "(d)" and inserting

7 the following in lieu thereof:

8 "(d) Whenever an Indian tribe or tribal organization re-

9 quests retrocession of the appropriate Secretary for any con-

10 tract entered into pursuant to this Act, such retrocession

11 shall become effective upon a date specified by the appropri-

12 ate Secretary not less than one year from the date of the

13 request by the Indian tribe or tribal organization at such date

14 as may be mutually agreed to by the appropriate Secretary

15 and the Indian tribe or tribal organization.",

16 (e) by striking existing subsection "(e)" and inserting the

17 following in lieu thereof:

18 "(e) In connection with any self-determination contract

19 or grant made pursuant to section 102 or 103 of this Act, the

20 appropriate Secretary may-

21 "(1) permit an Indian tribe or tribal organization

22 in carrying out such contract or grant, to utilize exist-

23 ing school buildings, hospitals, and other facilities and

24 all equipment therein or appertaining thereto and other

25 personal property owned by the Government within his

S 1703 IS
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jurisdiction under such terms and conditions as may be

agreed upon for their use and maintenance;

"(2) donate to an Indian tribe or tribal organiza-

tion the title to any personal property found to be in

excess to the needs of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

the Indian Health Service, or the General Services

Administration, including property and equipment pur-

chased with funds under any self-determination con-

tract or grant agreement; and

"(3) acquire excess or surplus Government prop-

erty for donation to an Indian tribe or tribal organiza-

tion if the Secretary determines the property is appro-

priate for use by the tribe or tribal organization for a

14 purpose for which a self-determination contract or

15 gra.it agreement is authorized under this Act."; and

16 (f) b3 striking existing subsection "(h)".

17 SEC. 205. CONTRACT FUNDING AND INDIRECT COSTS.

18 Title I of the Indian Self-Determination and Education

19 Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638, Act of January 4,

20 1975, 88 Stat. 2203, as amended) is further amended by

21 adding the following new section 106:

22 "SEC. 106. (a) The amount of funds provided under the

23 terms of self-determination contracts entered into pursuant to

24 this Act

S 1703 IS
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1 "(1) shall *nclude all contract costs incurred by

2 such Indian tribe or tribal organization in connection

3 with such contract;

4 "(2) shall not be reduced to make base funding

5 available for any new self-determination contract;

6 "(3) shall not be reduced to make funding avail-

7 able for contract monitoring or administration by the

8 Secretary;

9 "(4) shall not be less than the appropriate Sc:_re-

10 tary would have otherwise provided for direct oper-

11 ation of the programs or portions thereof for the

12 covered by the contract: Provided, That any savings :n

13 operation under such contracts shall be utilized to p: o,

14 vide additional services or benefits under the contrlict;

15 "(5) shall not be reduced by the Secretary in

16 sequent years except by a reduction in Congrcs;lonal

17 appropriations from the previous fiscal year for the pro.

18 gram or function to be contracted;

19 "(6) shall not be reduced by the Secretary to pay

20 for Federal functions, including but not limited to Fed-

21 era' pay costs, Federal employee retirement benefits,

22 automated data processing, contract technical assist-

23 nee or contract monitoring; and

S rot IS
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1 "(7) shall not be reduced by the Secretary to pay

2 for the costs of Federal personnel displaced by a self-

3 determination contract.

4 "(b) The Secretary of Health and Human Services and

5 the Secretary of the Interior shall provide an annual report in

6 writing to the Select Committee on Indian Affairs and the

7 Committee on Appropriations of the United States Senate,

8 and to the Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs and

0 Appropriations of the United States House of Representa-

10 tives, on the implementation of this Act. Such report shall

11 include-

12 "(1) an accounting of the total amounts of funds

13 provided for each program or function for direct and in-

14 direct costs for new and mature self-determination con-

15 tracts: Provided, That in the annual budget justifica-

16 tions the amounts of funds provided to Indian tribes

17 and tribal organizations under self-determination con-

18 tracts shall be reported for each program, line-item, ac-

19 tivity or element and shall be reported separately from

20 amounts for Agencies, Service Units, Area Field Oper-

21 ations and other Federal functions;

22 "(2) an estimate of the actual obligations of

23 Indian tribes and tribal organizations for direct and in-

24 direct costs for self-determination contracts;
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1 "(3) the indirect cost rate and type of rate for
2 each Indian tribe or tribal organization negotiated w;th

3 the Department of the Interior Office of Inspector
4 General;

5 "(4) the direct cost base and type of base from
6 which the indirect cost rate is determined for each
7 Indian tribe or tribal organization,

8 "(5) the indirect cost pool amounts and the types

9 of costs included in the indirect cost pools;

10 "(6) activities of the Department of Health and
11 Human Services and the Department of the Inte:ior in
12 assisting Indian tribes to estab'ish and administer in&
13 rect cost systems;

14 "(7) a list of requests for technical assistance

15 made by Indian tribes and tribal organizations mace

16 pursuant to section 103; and

17 "(8) any findings and recommendations regarding

18 needed improvements in the system of indirect (ost
19 funding.

20 "(c) For purposes o, determining indirect cost rates in

21 subsequent fiscal years for Federal programs that orov,de

22 funding to tribes, other than the Bureau of Indian Affairs and

23 the Indian Health Service, and which have statutory limita-

24 tions on indirect cost rehnbursements. Indian tribes and tuba;

25 organizations shall not be held liable for the difference be-
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1 tween the amounts actually collected, and the amounts that

2 would have been collected at one hundred percent of their

3 indirect cost rate.

4 "(d) Indian tribes and tribal organizatiol.s shall not be

5 held liable for amounts of indebtedness attributable to theo-

6 retical or actual under-recoveries or theoretical over-recover-

7 ies of indirect costs, as defined in Office of Management and

8 Budget Circular A-87, incurred for fiscal years prior to fiscal

9 year 1988.

10 "(e) The Secretary shall give notice of any disallowance

11 of costs within three hundred and sixty-five days of receiving

12 any required audit report and shall provide for an appeal and

13 hearing to the appropriate officials on any such disallowance.

14 Any right of action or other remedy relating to any such

15 disallowance shall be barred unless notice has been given

16 within the designated period.

17 "(f) At least ninety days prior to removing any program

18 from the Indian Priority System, the Secretary of the Interi-

19 or shall publish in the Federal Register a notice of intent to

20 remove or alter any program in the Indian Priority System,

21 and provide a statement of the impact on base funding levels

22 for each Agency and tribe affected.

23 "(g) Upon the approval of a self-determination contract

24 and at the request of an Indian tribe or tribal organization,

25 the Secretary shall add the indirect cost funding amount

S riot IS
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1 awarded for such contract to the amount awarded for direct

2 program funding for the first year and, subject to adjustments

3 in the amount of direct funding available for such contract,

4 for each subsequent year that the program remains continu-

5 ously under contract. Such combined amount shall be carried

6 in the contracting agency's budget at the specific budget lo-

7 cation of the contracted program for as long as the contractor

8 continuously contracts such program.".

9 SEC. 206. CONTRACT APPEALS.

10 Title I of the Indian Self-Determination and Education

11 Assistance Act (Pub 1 Law 93-638, Act of January 4,

12 1975,88 Stat. 2203, as mended) is further amended-

13 (a) by adding the following new section 110:

14 "SEc. 110. (a) Federal district courts shall have original

15 jurisdiction concurrent with the Court cf Claims, of any civil

16 action or claim against the appropriate Secretary arising

17 under this Act or under contracts authorized by this Act. In

18 an action brought under this paragraph, the district courts

19 may order appropriate relief including money damages, in-

20 junctive relief against any action by an officer of the United

21 States or any Agency thereof contrary to this Act or regula-

22 tions promulgated thereunder, or mandamus to compel an of-

23 ficer or employee of the United States or any agency thereof,

24 to perform a duty provided under this Act or regulations

25 promulgated hereunder.
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1 "(b) No self-determination contract may be modified

2 unilaterally by the United States. Self-determination con-

3 tracts may be modified only-

4 "(1) at the written request of a tribe; or

5 "(2)(A) if the Federal agency states in x;riting the

6 reasons for the proposed contract modification and pro-

7 vides this written notification to the tribe ninety days

8 in advance of the proposed effective date of modifica-

9 tion; and

10 "(B) the tribe is afforded the right to appeal the

11 proposed modification through the Department of Inte-

12 rior Board of Contract Appeals, or through the Depart-

13 ment of Health and Human Services Board of Contract

14 Appeals.

15 "(c) The Equal Access to Justice Act (Public Law 96-

16 481, Act of October 1, 1980, 94 Stat. 2325, as amended)

17 shall apply to administrative appeals by Indian tribes and

18 tribal organizations regarding self-determination contracts.

19 "(d) The Contract Disputes Act (Public Law 95-563,

20 Act of November 1, 1978, 92 Stat. 2383, as amended) shall

21 apply to self-determination contracts."; and

22 (b) by redesignating existing section "110" as section

23 "111".

24 SEC. 207. SAVINGS PROVISIONS.

25 Nothing in this Act shall be construed as

S 1703 1:,
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1 (1) affecting, modifying, diminishing, or otherwise

2 impairing the sovereign immunity from suit enjoyed by

3 an Indian tribe; or

4 (2) authorizing or requiring the termination of any

5 existing trust responsibility of the United States with

6 respect to Indian people.

7 SEC. 208. SEVERABILITY.

8 If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to

q any Indian tribe, entity, person or circumstance is held in-

10 valid, neither the remainder of this Act, nor the application of

11 any provisions herein to other Indian tribes, entities, persons

12 or circumstances shall be affected thereby.
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The CHAIRMAN. Before proceeding I would lik.; to introduce to
you the members of the staff who are here to participate in the
proceeding. First we have the staff director, Mr. Alan Parker, a
member of the Chippewa Cree; next we have Doctor Patricia Zell,
chief counsel of the select committee, a member of the Navajos;
behind me we have Michael Hughes, a p-ofessional staff member,
he is a Hopi Papago; then we have Joe Mentor, the minority legal
counsel; then we have Mr. Daniel Lewis, a professional staff
member, member of the Navajos.

Our first panel consists of: Suzan Shown Harjo, executive direc-
tor of the National Congress of American Indians; Mr. Lionel John,
executive director of the United "Iluth and Eastern Tribes; the
Honorable Billy Frank, chairmaa of the Northwest Indian Fish
Commission; and the Honorable Stanley Paytiamo, the Governor of
the Acoma Pueblo Tribe. Suzan and gentlemen, welcome. Are you
going to begin, Suzan?

STATEMENT OF SUZAN SHOWN HARJO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

Ms. HARJO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and vice chairman and
staff members. Thank you for welcoming us, and we will be wel-
coming you shortly to the convention in the other room, and we
greatly appreciate your bringing your committee work to the
people and giving the tribal representatives the opportunity to tes-
tify on this important bill perhaps some people who would not
otherwise have had an opportunity to testify.

I will only say a few words, and allow you to move on to that
testimony.

I would like to say that this bill is a valiant attempt to deal with
the situation as it is, and at some point, once we have corrected
some of the interim problems, I believe it is vital that we get on to
the structural problems and begin to do the things that will
remove those vestiges of paternalism and allow for self-determina-
tion. I believe that it is only when Congress has changed the shape
and structure and processes and practices within the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service that we will be able
to see that kind of future.

Onceas Indian people have called forwe have an independent
regulatory agency of Indian Affairs and a trust council authority or
some other kind of regulatory process and entity, then we will
begin to see some changes. Until then, those changes will only be
incremental. Yet, you see the resistance that you have been met
with to even these baby steps. I hope that we can, at some point in
the near future, begin collectively to examine those kinds of struc-
tural, far-reaching changes that can be made without doing vio-
lence or injury to the existing rights and protections that Indian
people enjoy.

We look forward to this future work with the committee
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. Harjo.
Our next witness is Mr. Lionel John.
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STATEMENT OF LIONEL JOHN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, UNITED
SOUTH AND EASTERN TRIBES

Mr. JOHN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Vice Chairman,
and staff members.

I am Lionel John, executive director of the United South and
Eastern Tribes. Again, this morning it gives me pleasure to appear
before you and offer some testimon3 with respect to S. 1703, a very
important bill, indeed.

I have a written document to present this morning, which your
staff will work with, I am sure, and I will limit my comments to
some oral remarks, particular points which we think need a little
more comment.

S. 1703 certainly has come a long way from where we started,
although this trail to get a better bill for Public Law 93-638 has
been a long trail. It has been a very difficult time for all of us, I am
sure, in bringing this bill to this point and trying to provide a
better mechanism for Indian people to work with the Federal Gov-
ernment.

In this bill that we have in front of us today we have a few
points that I want to emphasize, which I think we cannot relax
upon.

Of course, as you mentioned yourself, Mr. Chairman, the indirect
rate issue is of paramount importance. Indirect recoveries for
tribes has been the major stumbling block as far as tribes being
able to successfully operate programs or even consider operating
programs. There just cannot be any deviation from strengthening
the ability for tribes to recover the indirect costs.

Contracting has been a problem over the past 12 years of this
legislation I see the efforts that have been put forth in this bill
look good. There is some good language in there, and I think it will
help to improve the relationship that we've had with the two re-
spective agencies, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
Health Service.

There has been some concern about the process of contracting,
and I think some of the suggestions you have in the legislation will
be very helpful.

There is worry from the tribes, yet, that the agencies are not yet
providing enough technical assistance in areas of program develop-
ment and administration. We think that the provisions for techni-
cal assistance need to be strengthened.

There probably also needs to be a provision that tribes will have
flexibility in procuring technical assistancethat they can move
freely and far and wide in order to find the help that they need.
Too many times they are often held in narrow corridors and aren't
able to seek the type of help that we need to really help things
along. So keep that in mind, and if we can exact a language to get
that flexibility that would be just great.

Another item that became quite important, particularly in
recent times, has been the issue of the tort claims coverage, and
specifically the problems of increasing costs in obtaining malprac-
tice insurance coverage for providers. We have to have some form
of relief. These costs are exorbitant. It is driving us out of business
in trying to maintain the level of health care that currently exists

C. k
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I think that we have to work out a solution to afford the tribes the
ability to get the tort coverage that the Federal Government, in
fact, enjoys in similar situations.

A problem that has existed for some tribes in the past has been
the ability to work out leasing arrangements with the Federal Gov-
ernment for facilities. There has continued to be a long backlog of
projects that need funding, and construction of new facilities. But
in some instances where tribes have been able to proceed on their
own and build facilities out of their own resources, or other re-
sources that they may acquire, there have been difficulties in the
mechanisms that have been available to them, in that the tribes
haven't been able to recover the monies that they have expended.
These recoveries can be enabled on a much shorter basis in a leas-
ing arrangement under this new provision. I think that needs some
careful attention.

There was an article concerning the program savings, and I
think the section speaking to that is quite good; however, there is
one element in addition to savings that needs to be addressed, and
that is the issue of program income.

On occasion a tribal health department is able to arrange pro-
gram services in such a manner that they can generate income
from other sources. We had to be careful of one particular aspect:
while these tribes make these hard-earned efforts to get additional
monies into the program, there isn't a back-door mechanism to
offset what has been gained through this process. So we need to
make sure that the language provides that we don't have a condi-
tion that whatever is gained can be lost through offset procedures.

There has been substantial language included on reporting. I
know that has been a longstanding problem. We need to be careful
in examining the implementation of the new reporting require-
ments once regulations are developed, and one of the things that
has to be carefully sorted in the process is that over a period of
time there is a potential that the reporting requirements which are
the responsibility of the agency don't get transferred to the tribes
in a process where the agencies pass through their responsibilities.
I think that we have to examine that very carefully, probably be
on an issue-by-issue basis. But we need to maintain a balance in
that respect.

One other item which I wanted to complement my initial remark
on, concerning indirect rate: it is my understanding that currently
work is ongoing in the Senate Appropriations Committee to deal
with the fiscal year 1988 appropriations. We have a report indicat-
ing the need for the Bureau of Indian Affairs indirect rate this
year is about $50 million. We understand that last week there were
indications that there would be a shortfall to that amount. I can't
stress, again, strongly enough how important it is that we do reach
the full amount necessary; otherwise it will be a shortcoming
throughout the entire ?rocess. I think, from our end, I can assure
you that we will do as much as we can to support you and to sup-
port the committees in trying to reach the full amounts that we
need in order to make this entire process work. We will do what we
can to help out in this situation.

Again, I think that the work has been very good up to this point,
and I can only hope and pray that we will reach a time when we
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can celebrate the arrival of new amendments that are going to
make things a lot better for our work in dealing with the Govern-
ment programs.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to come before you this
morning, and I urge that we continue to work together, and that
you and your committee move as expeditiously as poseole to bring
us a good bill this :Tar.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mr. John appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. John.
Now we have the Honorable Billy Frank, chairman of V- North-

west Indian Fish Commission.

STATEMENT OF HON. BILLY FRANK, CHAIRMAN, NORUWEST
INDIAN FISH COMMISSION, ACCONIF 1NIED BY WILLIAM RON
ALLEN

Mr. FRANK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Inouye. I see our
Senator from the State of Washington, Senator Dan Evans, and the
committee members.

I am Bill Frank, Junior, chairman of the Northwest Indian Fish-
eries Commission. My comments are pretty simple. You have our
testimony in front of you.

I would appreciate it if you would acknowledge Ron Allen who is
on my right, who is on the task force of 93638 that helped move
some of these things along.

We appreciate the committee and all of its help on trying to
move these amendments forward, and maybe making a little better
day for the Indian people in our nation.

I want to say one thing: we are not looking for new money. It is
just the same money, only trying to make it move through a little
smoother from Congress to the Indian people. In so doing that we
have a lot of disruptions along the way; for example, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

This morning the U.S. policy is self-determination, and Con-
gress's policy is self-determination for Indians. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs takes that away from us, in a sense. I just wanted to
comment on that.

Government-to-government, tribes self-sufficientwe're trying to
work, and I think these things have probably been stated before,
but the Indian people feel that we have a hard time getting our
money to us. We have a hard time getting whateverwe go to Con-
gress, we get the money, and along the way it doesn't show up.

You heard some of the testimony about indirect costs. That is a
big problem. We have problems all along the way when it comes to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

'Today I am kind of relating some of these issues on the fisheries
issues in the Northwest. The Bureau of Indian Affairs continues to
take our moneyour moneysaying the money that is appropri-
ated for fisheries management in the northwest on the Pacific
Coast, from Alaska to Mexico, and putting the fisheries back to-
gether, managing those fisheries, taking part in those fisheries in
cooperative, and putting the anadromous fish back into the
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streams, taking care of the streamsit covers a whole lot of differ-
ent management areas.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs takes a big chunk of that money to
start their own fisheries department, and we have our fisheries de-
partment. They also hire technical people. So those are things that
it seems like we are duplicating. Indian tribes want to get self-suffi-
cient, they want to have their own technical people right at their
hands. They are on those streams that are managing all of those
resources that are on the streams; and yet, in Portland, Oregon,
and throughout the Nation, the Bureau has their own fisheries
people. It gets out of hand. I think they need somebody there to
kind of coordinate things, but they surely don't need a blown-out
fisheries department with a whole lot of technical people in it.

That .noney comes from our budget. It comes from the tribes'
budget in the northwest. But that is just one example.

The request for $10 million is short for indirect costs. The cur-
rent funding level is 70 percent for indirect costs. The tribes need
100 percent It is another way short of things.

Tribes go broke, they go bankrupt. How can you go bankrupt
with the Federal Government as your trustee? But we do go bank-
rupt. A lot of it is on indirect cost of the unstable situation in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and the people we have to deal with up
there in the central office -,ad throughout the area office. There is
no stability, whatsoever, when it comes to dealing with Indian
people.

Those are just some of the things that I wanted to touch on
today.

We appreciate, Senator, your committee. It is a committee that
has takenI've surely noticed that the select committee has
changed. It is a highly processional organization now that can only
mean to us, as Indian people, that it is going to be better for us.

I hope that these amendments, and I hope that the bill that is
introduced will pass, and that it will make things a little bit
smoother. It won't solve p'd of the problems, but it will make a
little smoother way for the Indian people out there.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Frank appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Frank.
Speaking in behalf of the All Indian Pueblo Council, I am

pleased to call upon the Honorable Stanley Paytiamo, the governor
of the Acoma Pueblos. Governor.

STATEMENT OF HON. STANLEY PAYTIAMO, GOVERNOR, ACOMA
PUEBLO TRIBE

Mr. PAYTIAMO. Good morning. Thank you very much. I have a
prepared statement, and you have a copy, on the summary and
review of the proposed amendments to Public Law 93-638 regula-
tions, the All Indian Pueblo Council/Tribal Administrators man-
agement has this summary to go over.

My n ime is Governor Stan le,' Paytiamo. I am with the Pueblo of
Acme. I am here representing he All Indian Puel- -.4z) Council.

It is the general consensus of participants in this review meeting
that most of the issues of concern to the various tribes are ade-
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quately addressed in the proposed amendment. There are, however,
a few items which need emphasis, and they include the following
three items: Appropriations, budgets, and allocations of appropri-
ated funds.

Past and current budgeting systems, especially the BIA's, have
been anything but effective. The tribal budgeting system should be
based on the realistic needs of the tribe, and need to justify appro-
priation requests. The current Indian priority system does not have
this effect and needs to be changed so that it does, namely the ZZB.

It is recommended that the budgeting process and allocation of
funds to Tribal contracts be free of the Government agency's re-
quirement to maintain certain levels of FTE's. It has been the ex-
perience of some tribes that this requirement has been a major ob-
stacle in getting tribal contracts approved and implemented on a
timely basis.

It is recommended that the concepts of funding utilized within
the Administration for Native Americans, the budgeted block
system, revenue sharing, or any other system which, in fact, pro-
vides a real opportunity to plan and implement their programs
based on their needs and their abilities to administer them.

Two: regulations. It must be pointed out that the tribal govern-
ments today are dealing with a lot of different agencies of Federal
Government. Our recommendation is that such agencies adopt uni-
.ornri, simplified, straightforward, uncumbersome regulations to be
applied to Tribal contracting.

Three: liability insurance. The prcvision in the amendments
which requires tribes to obtain adequate liability insurance is not
an acceptable one. The provisions relating to the public health
citing that the tribal organizations or Indian contractor carry out a
contract, grant agreement, or cooperative agreement under this
section is deemed to be part of the Public Health Service of the De-
partment of Health and Human Services, by carrying out such con-
tract or agreement and its employeesincluding those acting on
behalf of the organization or contractor as provided inas deemed
employees of the services who are acting within the scope of their
employment in carrying out the contract or agreement. This provi-
sion is more acceptable and should be applied to contracting agen-
cies.

Senator, as it was mentioned in the indirect costs area, currently
those of us in the Albuquerque area have 638 contracts in the area
of law enforcement, social services, in court. When we negotiated
the contracts we were advised that we would only get one-third of
the indirect costs, and they will give us the balance of the indirect
costs if and when the Bureau of Indian Affairs received the balance
of the appropriation. Just within the last month the contractors in
our area have been advised by letter indicating that the balance
was not forthcoming. So we were advised that in order to meet the
balance of the indirect costs, the tribe would have to cough up the
balance, or dig into the direct costs. This, Senator, we object to.

My tribe has t,,ne along with what the BIA had requested, but in
protest. I think that when the tribe contracts for a certain 638 pro-
gram, there should be adequate funding to go along with it so that
the tribe is not put in a financial bind.

Thank you very much.

80-836 0 - 88 - 2
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[Prepared statement of Mr. Paytiamo appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Governor.
At this juncture I am pleased to announce to the gathering here

that the Senate select committee will have a markup of this meas-
ure a month from now on October 21. At that time the committee
will debate and discuss every provision in the bill, and hopefully
we will pass on this measure and recommend its favorable consid-
eration by the full Senate. I am very confident that that will
happen.

We are fortunate to have with us this morning the author and
the chief sponsor of this measure. He, as Governor of the State of
Washington, has had much experience working with Indian tribes
and nations in this area. Further, because of his long established
interest and sensitivity to Indian matters, he has been very cogni-
zant of the problems that you have been facing. Therefore, it was
natural that he would be the chief author and the chief sponsor of
this measure, and we on the select committee are all pleased to
joir with him.

I would like to call upon Senator Evens now, as the chief author,
to begin the questioning.

Senator EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mr. John, you mentioned the indirect cost recovery which,

from all of the panel, seems to be a significant and continuing
problem. If I remember your words, you said that there was a
worry that the agencies are not providing enough technical assist-
ance; we need to strengthen that technical assistance to the tribes.
Do you have any more specific advice as to how we might do that,
or what might be necessary to do in the bill that we are consider-
ing that would aid you in that process?

Mr. JOHN. Yes, Senator Evans. There are probably a number of
methods that need to be applied in this process. Part of it was
touched by one of the other witesses in indicating that the agency
has a problem as far as the placement of staff. There is a problem
in the contracting process when a tribe takes over that often the
Federal employees are reassigned or moved about, and I think that
part of that was felt to be dealt with by the time process of giving a
little more time in the contract arrangement process to place these
people.

In many instances tribes are willing, and often happy, to take
placement of Federal employees into their systems, but there is a
process that has to be applied for that to make that work. That
needs to be put in detail how that would occur. Right now they
have the IBA system, but i understand the IBA system has some
difficulty as far as time lines--how long a person can be IBA'd, and
how that process works.

There is, of course, the commission core that provides a lot of
staff for the Indian Health Service in some instances. Of course, in
the past commission core has been targeted for extinction, I guess,
and there is a retirement provision now in commission core. There
doesn't seem to be adequate provision for these people to transfer
over to tribal programs even when they are asked for.

Directly, through working with the area offices, sometimes the
area offices have either shortages of staff or disproportionate work
loads, or whatever problems they may incur. But often the assist-
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ance that tribes are looking for from the Indian Health Service
area offices is just not forthcoming in a timely manner, so tribes
are left sitting with a situation sometimes for indefinite period of
time before they can get someone in to help them out.

I think based on that particular point is where my suggestion
came about that perhaps tribes should be given an opportunity to
go to other entitiesbusiness people, whoever it bethat may
have expertise in particular areas. Just for an example, perhaps it
might be a financial management problem that the administration
is having difficulty with. They might want to enlist the support of
some accounting firms.

Under the old system, of course, with the procurement rt.,-ula-
tions that were in place, it would take sometimes an intolerable
amount of time before these arrangements could be put in place. In
the meantime, the problem just continues to magnify. To boil it
down and correct it after some help comes in has caused consider-
able damage to an operation. I think the tribes have to have that
flexibility so that if they can't get the help directly from an area
office right at the particular time it is needed, they should be able
to seek out other sources for it and have that open access to pro-
curement for that type of support.

There probably are other problems that I haven't thought of at
this instant, but that is about the nature of things that we are
looking at.

Senator EVANS. Is it typical then, that if you have a certain pro-
gram that is being carried on, with the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and their management and funding, and then you shift that same
program into a self-determination contract, that at that point the
tendency is to loore access to the technical people that the Bureau
and others have, and at the same time have such difficult contract-
ing circumstances that you can't move effectively elsewhere to get
them?

Mr. JoTiN. That's right, Senator.
Senato, EvANs. We certainly will try to handle the latter by

streamli ling and straightening out some of those processes; but in
many instances you would just as soon have the continued techni-
cal assistance of people that may have been working through the
bureau or through the Indian Health Service if they could be trans-
ferred or could have an extensive enough period of transfer that it
would be effective?

Mr. JOHN. Yes; I believe so. In certain isolated instances I sup-
pose there might be difficulty, but generally speaking I think that
from indications I have heard, that is an acceptable solution.

Senator EVANS. Billy, do you have any comments or any particu-
lar problems along this same line?

Mr. FRANK On fisheries issues it is a little bit different in our
area up there. The 20 tribes on the western side of the rrounta.n
have the Northwest Indian Fish Commission. When we started, we
were in the fisheries management, and we rode the back of the
State of Washington, and we rode the back of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife until we got our technical people in place, and our policy
people, and put our commission together to where it is today. Then
we got off of their back, and now we contract with the Bureau Jf
Indian Affairs and Fish and Wildlife to take o'.er these programs
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directly, and it is working for the Indian country and fisheries in
the northwest because the Indian tribes have the technical people
right on hand all of the time. We were not to the goals of where we
are going, but we are slowly getting there.

Senator EvANs. Thank you, Mr. John.
You also mentioned the problems of program savings on the one

hand, but then program income, which brought up something that
I haven't thought about and does need to be addressed by this bill.
Do you have any idea how extensive that kind of thing is? Do we
have many cases throughout the country where there is program
income that is being subject to an offset by the bureau when that
program income is available?

Mr. JOHN. I personally haven't had any experience in that re-
spect, Senator Evans; however, I have understood there are reports
in certain situations where there have been offsets of certain types
of income. I think, perhaps, a later witness from another area
might speak to that, I hope. I understood that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs had offset some timber income that was generated from the
tribes, but I don't personally know that much about the instance,
but there is a situation.

I think what I was pointing to, more specifically, is the fact that
in some instances there are savings, for whatever reasons, pro-
grams arrive at the end of a fiscal period with a particular saving.
They should be allowed to use that saving into the subsequent year
without any offset.

On the issue of income, probably the start-up tribes who are only
a few years into a program may not experience those. I think the
category that was defined of mature programs are more likely to
be in that category where they have arrived at a point where they
are starting to access additional resources, and through that proc-
ess ^an generate income. In some they could harging private
insurance for clinical services, which is additi -ad money coming
into a tribal clinic, and that money should be allowed to stay there
so that it could be used for whatever the needs of that tribe are.
Probably a more prominent need in that respect would be for im
provements right in their facilitywhether it be renovation, addi-
tion, buying additional equipmentand I don't think that we
should leave it.

It seemed to me, in lcoking at the bill, that it was kind of open-
ended on that particular part, and it didn't seem to provide the
kind of protection I was looking at to help this happen. I hope that
helps you.

Senator EVANS. Sure. Yes, it does, indeed.
Billy, you mentioned that money from the BIA comes from the

tribes money, and I think that's useful for us to have on the
record, especially as we are talking about this whole question of
self-determination and contracting and the indirect cost elements
of it. Would you care to go into a little more detail as to what you
see happening under current circumstances? You know, when you
get to the point where the bureau thinks there isn't enough money.
whose hide does it come out of? How do they operate? What is the
procedure in this whole indirect cost problem?

Mr. FRANK. What the bureau does is: we go to Congress and we
get an appropriation of $1 million for the fisheries issues in the
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northwest. How we get that money to the tribes is through a line
item that it goes directly to a fish hatchery. Let's say a fish hatch-
ery needs $100,000 to keep the operation going, and so on. Well,
that money goes directly down, but then the other money comes
sailing through, and in a lot of cases it never gets there.

When it comes to coming shortnow, there's money going +o be
short herethen they start robbing the other tribes, or other pro-
grams throughout the Nation, and then they get us all in a battle
over whatever the funding is, and then you might come out on top,
but somebody is going to come out on the bottom. In a lot of cases
there is no stability, I guess, Senator, in Indian country when it
comes to managing fish, our resourceswhether it be timber or
anything else. There is no stability working with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. It is just an up and a down and an up and a down. I
hope some of these amendmentscould Ron touch on some of this,
maybe?

The CHAIRMAN. Could you identify yourself for the record?
Mr. ALLEN. My name is Ron Allen. I am the chairman for the

Jamestown Klallam Tribe, and I was also the chairman for the Af-
filiated Tribes Task Force on Public Law 93-638 in the indirect cost
issue.

To get back to your question on what would happen to the tribes
with the present situation: the preseiit situation dictates that there
are not enough funds to fund 100 percent of our indirect costs.
What happens to the tribes is that they have to supplement the de-
ficiency of the amount of money with their own hard dollars.

Now, the problem is: if a tribe has resources, then it is fine, with
the exception that they would lose the access of those resources to
some other venture that they may need to pursue, whether it is
some economic development project, or whatever, or some project
which they can't fund through any kind of program. It may very
well be a culture program.

But for smaller tribes who have very few or very limited re-
sources, or organizations that do not have any resources to their
availability, then what will have to happen, through the existing
process, they would have to reduce the amount of direct programs
in order to pay for the indirect costs to administer the program. So
the over all effect is a reduction of the services that the tribes are
rendering, whatever the programs are.

So there is a cost to the tribes either way, whether it is utiliza-
tion of their own hard resources, or whether it is just a reduction
of the direct programs. It is a penalty to their tribes because they
are not able to recover the full amount of money they should be
recovering for administering these contracts.

Senator EVANS. You also have a situationor does it occur at all
or frequently that there will be a contract, and at the beginning
there will be a certain cost recovery stated, and then later on,
during the course of the contract, that indirect cost recovery would
be reduced?

Mr. ALLEN. It can happen, yes. I mean, something could happen
during the course of the fiscal year where they may h .ve had a re-
duction of contracts, or else an addition of a contractprobably
more likelyby which they could reduce the administrative over-
head cost, the indirect cost, itself. But that doesn't necessarily

r - ,
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mean that it can offset it. If 't doesn't happen, you know then it
still won't offset it sufficiently so the funds could meet the funds
the tribe should be receiving for those contracts and grants. So, it
can happen, but it is unlikely, because the availability of funds, for
it to happen, is simply not there. It is less likely to happen.

Senator EVANS. Well, I'm thinking of a case where the Bureau of
Indian Affairs may say, "For this particular program you will get
70 percent, 80 percent, whatever percentage in indirect cost recov-
ery," and you depend on that, and then during the course of the
contract are there occasions when they may decide they are short
of money, for whatever reasons, and reduce that percentage that
they get back to you?

Mr. ALLEN. Yes; they have done that. In fact, that is their
present policy right now. At the end of the yearwhat they're
doing is taking forever throughout the fiscal year to actually get
the indirect cost to the tribes and in their contracts. So at the end
of the year, when they are finally making their tallies about how
much money their tribes need for their indirect coststhe funding,
itself, for the support costsand they figure out that they don t
h ' ve enough funds, then they say, "We'll going to have to reduce
the amount of funds that we're going to give you." And that hap-
pened last year. They started off by saying they were going to pro-
vide the tribes with 92.5 percent of their need; by the time the end
of the year came around they were appropriating something like 68
percent. So if you were budgeting to get that money, and you were
spending it accordingly, based on projection, then the tribe is going
to have to figure out how to pay for that cost. A lot of tribes have
suffered severely because of that. It makes it very difficult for us to
maintain the contracts and the services under those kinds of condi-
tions.

Senator EVANS. I can't imagine that that occurred because there
was less money actually appropriated to the Bureau then they
were originally planning on. That might have been, but Iusually
I think Congress ends up appropriating more than the Bureau asks
for. But why the reduction, then? Are they just engaged in more
programs than they thought they were at the beginning, or do they
have more costs at the head offices?

Mr. ALLEN. I think there are a couple of problems that cause
that. The Bureau is having very difficult time getting a handle
on the indirect and giving the accurate figures of the contracts the
tribes are entitled to. Because of the ongoing process of deficiency
of applying for funds, or requesting funds from Congress, they are
behind the eight ball.

As they try to get a handle on how much funds these contracts
need, by the time they get into the fiscal year they realize that
they are further and further behind, and during the year they
could easily have implemented some additional contracts which
have indirect costs associated with them. Right now the direct that
they have is not to come back to Congress to add on supplemental
moneys to cover those costs. They seldom ask for the adequate
amount.

They are never asking for the amount of money that will restore
the indirect cost at the 100-percent level. They have this ongoing
policy that the level they are shooting for is 92.5 percent of the
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need, which is, in our judgment, very questionable, because if we
are supposed to recover 100 percent, which we feel is reasonable
and we keep trying to remind the BIA that those numbersthey
get intimidated by tl, percentages that they see across the Nation,
everything from the low percentages up into over 140 percent
they get caught up in the percentages, but the actual dollars that
the tribes receive for indirect, the one-third of the money that
comes down to the tribes is really a small portion of the money for
the tribes to carry out the responsibilities. That's how we carry out
self-determination policy, and if we are not provided that kind of
moneythe money that we have a right to, just the same as the
U.S. Governmentthen we can't do it.

They don't budget it, and they don't seem to be able to get the
numbers to Congress so that Congress can appropriate it. So when
Congress does appropriate additional money or supplemental
money it is never quite enough, and they are always further and
further behind the eight ball.

Senator EVANS. The opens up a whole new line of questioning
that I'm sure we'll ask when we get the BIA in front of us on this
same bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Allen, I think you are one of the most knowledgeable among

the Indians on this matter: what is the funding situation for con-
tract support for fiscal year 1988?

Mr. ALLEN. Well, like Mr. John said, the request that has been
made is for $50 million, which would give the indirect cost con-
tractsit should be able to restore the contracts to the 100 percent
level, which would allow the tribes to get back on track they way
they should have been back in fiscal year 1985.

There are two other portions to those funds, and for small tribes
they utilize two programs, one is called "self-determination grants"
and another one is called "core management grants." They utilize
those for supplementing the indirect cost for the true indirect cost.

Right now, where we are isit is my understanding that the
mark-up reduced it from $50 million down to about $44 million,
and the problem is that that is a deficiency of $6 million, so if that
went forward the indirect cost of the programs would already be
deficient by $6 millionwhatever that percentage would work out
to befor the indirect costs.

Now, for the self-determination grants we requested your com-
mittee to request $50 million to restore to the fiscal year 1987 level.
They reduced that to $4.5 million. Last year's level, fiscal year
1987, was $7.8 million. So that would mean that we would be going
into fiscal year 1988 with a reduced level everywhere, and the
same circumstances that we described in terms of what will
happen to the tribes and the organizations will happen: there will
be a reduction of services, there will be a reduction of programs,
there will be a cost to the tribes for their own hard cash to supple-
ment the Federal programs.

So what we are requesting is that it be restored to $50 million,
and at a minimum that self-determination grants could be restored
to the 1987 level. Now, it is our understanding that the core man-
agement has been requested at $3.8 million. We know that is what
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the House had recommended. and we feel we could probably live
with that, but we know that there are some unknowns out there,
because we know that the Bureau had targeted $6.8 million.

We know, also, that there are a number of small tribes who were
always eligible for the program but never applied, not having
knowledge about it, not having the expertise to put together the
grant application for those funds that they need to supplement this
program. So we don't know exactly how that will shake out when
they try to implement that program, so that is why the combina-
tion of the twothe self-determination and the core management
is important for the smaller tribes, and there are a couple hundred
of us out there.

Whe , happens is that the core management is designed to ad-
dress indirect costs; self-determination was designed to address a
lot of issues for self-determination objectives. So with the need for
indirect costs, a great deal of the tribes chose to use those monies
to supplement indirect costs because that was their highest need at
the time. That doesn't necessarily mean that they couldn't use
those funds. If adequate funds were in the core management pro-
gram to address indirect costs, then they could have used those
grants for other economic development ventures or administrative
projects, administration buildings, or renovation projects that they
need to get their programs on a stable base.

Where we are is that we do need the indirect costs, at a mini-
mum, to come back in at $50 million. We do request that self-deter-
mination grant is restored at a minimum of the 1987 level.

The CHAIRMAN. Next week the Appropriations Committer.: will be
marking up the Department of Interior appropriations, and, as
most of you are aware, this is where the BIA funds are located. Un-
fortunately, the subcommittee having jurisdiction over these funds,
upon conferring with officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 6e-
cided that in order to stay within the budgetary constraints deter-
mined by the Budget Committee they would reduce the BIA ac-
count by $100 million. In making that decision, a close analysis of
the cut will show that most of the cuts come from Indians pro-
grams and not from the Bureau's operations.

I will be appearing before the Appropriations Committee to re-
verse this, and secondly to restore most of :t. I assure you that I
will do my best to restore those funds.

As most of you are aware, I represent a State with no Indian res-
ervations. There are many Indiansmembers of your tribeswho
are my constituents, but no organized tribes or nations. Therefore,
the state's dealing with the BIA has been at a minimal level.

Like most Americans, in viewing the BIA it was my assump-
tionand I think a valid onethat this bureau was established to
help Indians, that it was there to expedite and assist Indians in
carrying out their programs. But since my membership on this
committee, and especially since assuming the chairmanship, I have
concluded that this bureau, with its bureaucracy, has done more to
impede the progress of Indian nations and tribes than anything
else, and therefore, this committee is fully supportive of the efforts
of Governor Evans, and we intend to pass this out on October the
21st as our first step. Our second step, as Senator Evans indicated,
will be to have a little discussion with the Bureau of Indian Af-
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fairs, and if we are not satisfied with the discussion we will make a
few changes.

I thank you very much. [Applause.]
Our next panel consists of: the Honorable Joseph DeLaCruz,

president of the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians; Mr. Clar-
ence Skye, the executive director of the United Sioux Tribes; Ms.
M'irgaret Roberts, board member, Alaska Native Health Board;
and the Honorable Anthony Drennan, vice president, Inter Tribal
Council of Arizona.

For those of you who are inteiested, the select committee will
have the BIA before it on October 2. I would suggest that if you are
in the Washington area that day you stop by and see what we do.

I%-esident DeLaCruz, will you begin?

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH DeLaCRUZ, PRESIDENT,
AFFILIATED TRIBES OF NORTHWEST INDIANS

Mr. DELACauz. Thank you, Senator.
For the record, my name is Joseph Burton DeLaCruz, and I am

the president of the Kowalt Nation, and I'm offering testimony
here today as the president of the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest
Indians.

Senator Evans, it is an honor to hear your comments on the pre-
vious panel.

The Affiliated Tribes, in working with the Northwest Indian
Health Board, has had a task force that has met with your staff
analyzing our problems with the self-determination act and with
the various amendments we are looking today. I really felt good
about the comments you made of taking a look at not only the
amendments, but what happened last week in the appropriations.

For over 20 years now I have been the chief administrator of the
Kowalt Nation contracting with the U.S. Government. Before the
Indian Self-Determination Act went back, and the Buy-Indian Act.
It is a wonder that an Indian leader can stay sane with the
changes and frustration of people within the Administration that
keep changing the rules of the game.

I have an extensive testimony that I worked with our task force
to put together for the Affiliated, but I am going to highlight that
testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Your prepared statement will be inserted imme-
diately following your oral presentation.

Mr. DELACauz. In the last 20 years, in dealing with contracting
with the Ft.deral Government I want to point out some of the
things that really have been frustrating, and some of the previous
panel members have touched on them, I've touched on them in pre-
vious testimony as the chf.zirman of my tribe and as chairman of
the National Congress of American Indians.

I was directly involved in the policy discussion leading to the
original Indian Self-Determination Act. Those were exciting times,
full of expectations. Tribes have had successes and failures in 638
contracting, and the BIA and IHS have had their difficulties in
transforming from service at_ .ncies to contracting agencies. Hope-
fully these new amendments will resolve some of our mutual mis-
trust and tension.
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Unfortunately, the self-determination policy is not reality.
Presidents Nixon and Reagan, as well as Congress, have spoken

eloquently about Indian self-determination.
There are two major issues I would like to address today in this

hearing. The first one covered in my testimony is the stability of
tribal governments. The second issue: involvement of tribal leader-
ship in the cons' ltation process if we are truly in a government-to-
govern ment rela onship with the United States.

On the stability of tribal governments: tribal budgets are based
on the adminPration's request as part of the Federal process.
Thousands of staff hours and millions of dollars are wasted annual-
ly on preparing budgets based on administration requests which
rarely reflect reality. Tribes are cauglA between what the president
proposes and what Congress eventually disposes.

The BIA and IHS rarely ask for necessary funding to meet the
needs. For example, the BIAwhich has been discussed very
openly by tribal leaderscost only requests about 70 percent of
what is needed on indirect costs; yet, through the regulations and
structure that was set up by OMB on negotiated rates, you would
think by now, after 10 years of contracting, they could make better
budget projections.

IHS: the majority of the tribes in the country are on a priority-
one basis, working with IHS on their one RAM/SURAM informa-
tion system. Their own information system points out that they are
only meeting 60 percent of the requested funding needs of Indian
people. They don't have a process for identifying the dollars needed
for 638 contracting.

We spent three national meetings with IHS last year looking at
their distribution process. They had various formulas they asked us
to look atthey weren't adequate. What they were asking us to do
was look how we distribute equally 60 percent of what is there, and
self-determination keeping the people on a starvation diet doesn't
move them forward toward any type of self-determination.

There are two recommended legislative changes that I'd like to
speak about. One of them is on budget and planning systems pro-
tecting tribal-based funding and involving tribal participation.

It has been our experience through the last several yearsat
1?ast in the last 3 or 4 yearsthat we get a lot of lip service to
consultation, and mostly as people come out from Washington or
send information out to the areas, meet with tribes, and point out
what they are proposing and ask what we think of it. It is not a
proper dialogue as far as a relationship with tribes and the U.S.
Government.

There is a process set up and it has been set up ever since they
passed the act with the OMB regulation circulars. IHS is not fol-
lowing them. The process is actually there for a fl...11 recovery of
actual costs that are funded to tribes, even taking exccption the
unique differences of tribes. It seems like if we could get the people
that contract in the Federal Agencies to at least work with us and
get a proper dialogmaybe we need to educate them on their own
process and their own system, because that seems to be where the
failure is.

The BIA and IHS, time and time again, have rejected a policy of
proper consultation. Although I have said in other testimony in
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other committee hearings we've slowly developed a better relat ;On-
ship in consultation with IHS, it seems like when we get moving
toward a proper dialog with IHS over administrative problems with
IHS, the higher level that IHS has to listen to changes the rules of
the games again.

Last week I received, as the chairman of my tribe, a request to
again look at various formulas to distribute the 60 percent of the
dollars that they have for 1988 contracts, which is unquestionable.
You can't contract if you are only receiving 60 percent of what it
takes to administer a program. If you do, you are designed for fail-
ure. I'm hoping that next week, as they review the budgets, that
these dollars can be restored.

I want to commend this committee, and I want to commend the
staff that you have brought together for the Senate Indian Affairs
Committee, for their work for the tribes on developing amend-
ments and trying to understand this problem. To me that is a
proper way of consulting with tribes, and your staff and this com-
mittee has been one of our best relationships, in my experience,
that we have had in years. I want to thank you, Senator, and I
want to thank Senator Evans.

Last Spring, I believe it was, we had our task force come back
and meet with y,ur staff in the Senate at a hearing, and they ire-
pared some options to take a look at how to recover full funding for
stability of tribal governments with existing budget situations, rec-
ognizing that the United States has tc look at what is appropriate.
They offered, after a lot of work, some suggestions within the exist-
ing Bureau budget to find about $20 million. If you have to go to
battle for us, as you say, next week, I hope that you will take a
look at the suggestions that were put together by that panel, be-
cause we feel that there is room to do that without having the
Bureau again hold back dollars.

Again, related to Public Law 93-638, with the help of your com-
mittee we got a 1987 supplemental. As of last week, of the supple-
mentals that came for the 1987 appropriations, some of those still
weren't out to Indian country, and the fiscal year is almost over.
They have been holding certain portions of those monies back in
the central office for I don't know what as far as distribution. I
don't know if at is part of the administrative sequestering of
money or what, but tribes are sitting out there in various areas on
priority one funding for health, they are sitting out there in areas
of child welfare that _here are suppl-mentals, and those dollars
haven't been distributed yet.

I want to thank this committee for giving me the time to testify.
If there are any questions I would be happy to try to answer what I
am capable of answering.

Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mr. DeLaCruz appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is the executive director of the United Sioux

Tribes, Mr. Clarence Skye.
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STATEMENT OF CLARENCE SKYE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED SIOUX TRIBES

Mr. SKYE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your efforts as
chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, and also
those of Senator Dan Evans, the author of the bill. I appreciate
your bill because it does hit a lot of key areas.

Tribes, at this point in time, are in real strife, and having a lot of
difficulty in how things are done. We have been at this for a few
yearsever since the inception of the Indian Self-Determination
Act that came into being in 1976.

I also want to recognize your staff, of course.
There are some things when you present your indirect cost pro-

posal and you spend your time assuming that you're going to get
all these programs, and really there is no money there. You are
saying that you're going to have so many dollars to spend in your
central administration. Really, you are assuming a lot because you
have got to spend the money before you can get the money.

When the year ends and the dollars and the programs are all to-
talled up as to what you spent, you send your deal in to IG, and
they come back and tell you you've got a carry-forward, and that
carry-forward is what you are supposed to pay back to the govern-
ment. You really don't pay it back; it is just an exchange of !wet
But that has affected your third year.

This is 1987. If you've got a carry-forward in 1985 then you've got
to reduce your indirect costs because you can only spend one-half,
or whatever the amount of dollarslet's say you owe $10, $20, $30,
maybe $50,000 to the Government, then you've got to turn around
ana you can only spend the portion that Inspector General allows
you, and I would hope that you would address that in your bill so
that the carry-forward is waived. Otherwise, there are tribes that
have to go :n to Inspector General and saysome ..ribes in our
area, the Aoerdeen area say that they would go to Inspector GE ner-
al and ask for a waiver and then request a flat rate. Well, the In-
spector General comes back and says, "if your indirect cost rate
hasn't been consistent over the past 10 years or the past years then
we're not going to allow you flat rate, plus you have to pay the
carry-forward."

Well, it gets real complicated, and you've got to go to the bank,
and say, "We would like a lire of credit bawd on the amount of
money that we think we're going to receive" and they say, "Well,
you haven't got the money, so therefore we not going to allow
you a line of credit."

There is another area that is devastating. Rules and regula-
tionsand I'm glad you are addressing th in your bill. Many
times you, as Senators, and of course the Huase side, make up the
laws. We follow those laws. But the federal agencies make up the
rules Lnd regulations. They do the interpreting, so we've got to
follow those interpretations. If they decide that we've got to pay
back the money, we've got to pay back the money. Somebody in
Washington, in the Bureau of Indian Aff...irs and Indian Health
Service says, "We're not going to contract with you because you're
not capable."
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The other area: my suggestion would be that Congress, after the
rules and regulations are made up, has those rules and regulations
sent back to Congress or your staff on the Senate Select Committee
for approval. Somebody has to watchdog those people because they
are getting out of hand, and things are getting tougher and tough-
er, as it is for the farmers out in our area.

Another area is that other Federal Agencies do not participate in
indirect cost programs. For example, the Department of Labor will
provide you a grant, and when you get that grant and it is ap-
proved everybody is happy, but they only allow you 20 percent ad-
ministration within that grant, and if you've got an indirect cost
rate of 20 percent then you can only take one-half of that adminis-
trative portion of the grant, or whatever they allow you or what-
ever they fight over the money with.

I would hope in your bill that you would address other Federal
agencies, including them in the Indian Self-Determination Act
amendments so that they have to participate in the indirect cost
portion of this rule. And this is where tribes are getting into trou-
ble. They cannot recover all the money they need to recover in
their program. They submit it to the Inspector General's office, he
comes back, he doesn't care whether the other Federal agencies
participate or not, so then he says, "You didn't collect all of it." So
then that is where you come up with the carry-forward, and then
you are waiting for the guillotine to drop on you.

I would hope tha'. would be brought over all Federal agencies, be-
cause the tribes and the organizations that are participating these
days with every Federal agency they possibly can.

If I sound a little nervous, I am.
The other thing is that the indirect costwhen you get a con-

tract, for example, you get a contract for $100,000, they don't any
moreI guess the Bureau of Indian Affairs or someone else deter-
mined they can't provide the indirect costs above and beyond the
program. So you take the indirect cost, as we're told, out of the pro-
gram, so therefore it reduces the services to Indian people. So then
that is very difficult and cumbersome to handle.

I would hope that the committee would address that, and my rec-
ommendation would be to allow additional money that the tribes
would need to do the program.

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, in many casessomebody down
the line, a GS-12 or GS-11. will decide how that program is going
to be carried out, and the top level management people will follow
through.

I would like to see that he money restoredI guess the Bureau
of Indian Affairs presented a budget for $42 million, and it was
cutI guess there was $100 million cut out of the Indian Self-
Determination Program. I'd like to see that restcred to $50 million,
if it takes $8 million, what the Senate recommends, or whatever
compromise you can do.

I went to thank you, Senator.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Skye appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Ms. Margaret Roberts, a board member of

the Alaska Native Health Board.
Ms. Roberts.

4. k )
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STATEMENT OF MARGARET ROBERTS. BOARD MEMBER. ALASKA
NATIVE HEALTH BOARD. ACCOMPANIED BY REID CHAMBERS.
ATTORNEY. ALASKA NATIVE HEALTH BOARD: AND GORDON
PULLAR, PRESIDENT. KODIAK AREA NATIVE ASSOCIATION

Ms. ROBERTS. Good morning. Mr. Chairman, Senator Evans,
members of the committee.

My name is Margaret Roberts, and I am the chairman of the
Kodiak Area Native Association, a tribal organization serving the
needs ce the Alaska Native people from the Kodiak Island group. I
am also the president of the Kodiak Tribal Council. We represent
the Chinook Tribe for the people who live in Kodiak. I am also a
member of the board of the Alaska Native Health Board, a state-
wide organization established to champion the health care needs of
Alaska's native people.

I am testifying today on behalf of the Alaska Native Health
Board, as well as on behalf of the Alaska Association of Regional
Health Directors and its member tribal organizations.

In Alaska we have a very special interest in the amendments to
the Ind Ian Self-DeterrM nation Act now pending before this commit-
tee. Ever since its passage in 1975 Alaska's 200 tribes and their
representative tribal organizations have been leade-s in the gov-
ernment-to-government contracting authorized by the act.

For instance, in fiscal year 1987, tribes and tribal organizations
in Alaska have contracts with the Indian Health Service totaling
some $46,200,000including IPA budgetswell over one-third the
entire Alaska Area IHS budget. BIA 638 contracting comes to
about $16.5 million in Alaska, for a total of $62.7 million in 638
contracts in our area.

The Alaska Native Health Board, the Association of Regional
Health Directors, and the regional tribal health corporations
unanimously support the proposed 1987 Indian Self-Determination
Act Amendments. The amendments will substantially improve the
638 contracting process, and we commend the committee for its ex-
cellent work on this bill.

Because time is limited, I will not present my entire written
statement; instead, I will summarize the statement, focusing on
issues of particular concern in Alaska.

First, we very strongly support section 201(a) of the bill, which
would give tribal contractors the protection of the Federal Tort
Claims Act. For contractors in Alaska this is absolutely crucial.

Under the Indian Self-Determination Act, tribal contractors take
over programs previously operated by the Federal Government. At
the same time, the act authorizes the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to require adequate liability insurance of tribal
contractors. However, there is no component in the IHS budget for
liability insurance. For this reason, Indian Health Service has
never added funds to 638 contracts to cover the costs of malpractice
insurance premiums. Instead, such insurance has been paid for out
of program funds at the direct expense of those programs. We do
not believe that Congress intended for the Indian people to shoul-
der the burden of liability coverage which had always been covered
by the Federal Government under the Federal Tort Claims Act.
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Under this system we spend millions of dollars on insurance premi-
ums rather than on health care for Alaska natives.

According to a recent survey undertaken by Indian Health Serv-
ice Alaska Area office, from 1984 through 1987 malpractice premi-
ums for Alaska's 638 cont: actors climbed from about $290,000 to
over $1,300,000, almost 500 percentsome 448 percent.

In the next fiscal year these premiums are estimated to rise at a
minimum an additional 30 percent to over $1.7 million. To make
matters even worse, during the same period most coverages have
been greatly reduced. Finally, in some areas insurance companies
simply will not insure the bulk of the 638 contractor's employees,
including Community Health Aides. I don't think the community
health aides in bush Alaska, who are on call 24 hours a day, who
depend on the telephone lines when they are dealing with life and
death situations when they have to call the doctors, don't get as
much credit as they are due, and the 638 contractors are responsi-
ble for the actions that the community health aides take.

The insurance situation is creating substantial problems for our
contractors. The Manaiilag Association is having severe difficulties
in negotiating their new contract to operate the Kotzebue service
unit, in part precisely because of this insurance questiorj. The
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation may well be unable to con-
tract to operate the inpatient services in the Yukon-Kuskokwim
Delta service unit if it is required to purchase liability insurance,
not simply because of the enormous cost of the insurance for what
would be the largest 638 contract in the nation, but because such
insurance may simply not be available.

Other tribal contractors, like the Southeast Alaska Regional
Health Corporation, and my own Kodiak Area Native Association,
have met this crisis, in part, by setting up their own self-insurance
funds.

If this is going to continuethe high cost of the malpracticeI
believe our contractors will have to close their doors, literally, be-
cause we just won't be able to afford the high cost. We, at this
time, at the Kodiak Area Native Association, are taking monies out
of our progrlms to pay for the insurance, and not only that, but we
are collecting our third-party payments.

During the last 2 years nearly $2.5 million in funds, which Con-
gress directed to be spent to provide health care to Alaska's Native
people, have instead been spent on insurance premiums. During
the same period, only three malpractice claims were asssm-ted out of
the tens of thousands of patient contacts. The first two were unsuc-
cessful, and the third was just recently filed. In other words, by re-
quiring tribal contractors to purchase liability insurance, millions
of Federal health care dollars are diverted to private insurance
companies with no identifiable benefit to the Federal Government.

To us the answer is clear: the law must be changed to guarantee
Federal Tort Claims Act coverage for 638 con ractors and their
health care employees. For this reason we wholeheartedly support
the bill's proposal to add a new section 102(0(2) to the act.

We do suggest that the committee clarify one important point
when preparing its report on this provision. We are required to
purchase liability insurance to cover not only future incidents, but
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also past incidents that we could still be sued on. This is called Tail
Liability coverage, and it is very expensive.

We want to be sure that the bill's Federal Tort Claims provision
will cover all incidents that we have to insure for, including those
that occurred before the bill was enacted, so that we don't have to
maintain the Tail Liability coverage. This problem is explainA in
more detail in my written testimony previously filed with the co:::
mittee.

We strongly support many other provisions of this bill.
Section 205 is so valuable because it guarantees, for the first

time, that 638 contractors will receive all contract costs, including
indirect costs.

There are several problems unique to Alaska that we would like
to see addressed in the bill. 'hese are addressed fully in our writ-
ten testimony, including the section 104(a) grant program, treat-
ment of cost of living allowances, and expenditure of carry-over
funds. I will, however, address some at this time.

I am not sure if the committee is aware, with the 104(a) grant
program: we have 39 tribes in Alaska who are not on the Federal
Register, and they are unable to seek 104(a) grant funds.

Also, the Intergovernmental Personnel Act, known as the IPA:
when a tribe assumes control of a program under a 638 contract, it
has the option of retaining current Federal employees in the pro-
gram under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act. The use of the
IPA process by tribal contractors makes the transition from IHS
administration to tribal contractor administration much easier. It
also preserves important Federal benefits. However, as adminis-
tered by IHS, IPA assignments also create problems in the 638
process.

First, if the particular employee covered by the IPA agreement
resigns or is terminated IHS will generally not let us hire a re-
placement Federal employee under the IPA Memorandum of
Agreement covering that employee, even if another Federal em-
ployee is willing and available or could be recruited. Instead, we
must seek to hire a replacement on the open market. This both se-
verely restricts the pool of available, qualified applicants, and
means that we cannot attract applicants with the added benefits of
Federal employment.

A second problem is that IHS views certain IPA agreements as
possible only it the employee goes on leave-without-pay status. But
if the employee does so, he or she does not receive any credit to-
wards Federal retirement under the period of the leave. This, too,
undermines the IPA process.

Third, !HS will not permit tribal contractors to move IPA em-
ployees to different jobs or GS levels. This means we cannot pro-
mote employees or grant transfers deemed necessary by the tribal
contractor. The lack of career development and job advancement
means that as time goes on we lose many experienced IPA employ-
ees. It also severely limits the tribal contractor's ability to fully ex-
ercise self-determination in the management and restructuring of
the programs to better meet the needs of our people.

Lastly, as a rule IHS does not include the IPA budget in the 638
contractors contract document. This means that when an IPA em-
ployee later leaves his or her position, IHS sometimes refuses to
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give us the funds to hire a replacement. This is plainly unfair and
illegal, because when a tribal contractor agrees to take ever a pro-
gram, the contractor expects that the staffing of that program is
fixed in the contract through the IPA agreements. Then, when va-
cancies occur, the contractor finds out that the Indian Health Serv-
ice will not provide funds to fill the vacancies.

Although the problems associated with application of the Inter-
governmental Personnel Act may seem technical, they are vitally
important to the success of 638 contracting. The 638 contracting of
major health programs cannot succeed without substantial use of
the IPA process.

We urge the committee to consider adding a new section to the
bill to address our concerns in this area.

Also I'd like to mention another problem that we have in Alaska.
Tribal contractors and the Alaska Native Medical Center, an IHS-
run facility, are in direct competition with each other for scarce
funding. As IHS holds the purse strings, it is in the direct conflict
of interest position.

Mr. Chairman, in light of your time constraints that concludes
my oral testimony for today. This is the first time I have ever testi-
fied in anything like this before, and I also failed to introduce that
on my left is Mr. Gordon Pullar from the Kodiak Area Native As-
sociationhe's the president; and to his left is Mr. Reid Chambers
from the Sonosky, Chambers, Sachse, and Miller's law firm.

[Prepared statement of Ms. Roberts appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Roberts, this may be your first time, but I

hope there will be many others. May I just tell you that you have
done a very expert job, and we have been bettr enlight( tied as a
result of your testimony.

Ms. a,BERTs. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will take your words to heart and do some-

thing about it. '
Our next witness is the vice president of the Inter-Tribal Council

of Arizona, the Honorable Anthony Drennan.

STATEMENT OF HON. ANTHONY DRENNAN. VICE PRESIDENT,
INTER-TRIBAL COUNCIL OF ARIZONA

Mr. DRENNAN. Thank you, Senator Inouye and Senator Evans
and your staff.

Before I get into my testimony, Senator, very seldom do I come
out to the Southeast. They tell me it is hot in Arizona at 100 de-
grees, but 86 here, with its humidity, let me tell you I was sweat-
ing.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Inter-Tribal Council I appreciate
the opportunity to present testimony on the proposed amendments
to Public Law 93-638 offered by the Senate Select Committee on
Indian Ai.airs. Like my friend here, I didn't get into the record my
name: Anthony Drennan, Chairman of the Colorado River Indian
Tribes, and also the vice president of the Inter-Tribal Council of
Arizona.

Mr. Chairman, paraphrasing just a little bit on your opening re-
marks this morning, the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistant ActPublic Law 93-638, as amendedis a forceful and
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clear statement of policy by the Congress that calls for maximum
Indian participation in the government and education of the Indian
people, for the full participation of Indian governments in Indian
programs and services conducted by the Federal Government, and
the development of human resources of the Indian people.

The Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs took the time to
hold oversight hearings on Public Law 93-638 earlier this year and
has made an effort to solicit tribal consultation through a series of
meetings with appropriate tribal representatives. This process pro-
vided the Senate Select Com-nittee staff the necessary information
to draft appropriate amendments to the Act. The committee's ef-
fort., to identify and clarify the issues in order to draft the neces-
s; 7 amendments is highly commendable. Also, Senator Evans, we
aI weciate all your efforts in that.

The Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona has worked with Indian gov-
ernments over the past three years to identify concerns with Public
Law 93-638 grants, funding, and Federal-tribal coordl-ation. The
Committee on Indian Affairs has responded positivelyI would
like to say beautifully to many ;,f the concerns identified by
Indian leaders, including: the need for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the Indian Health Service to fully fund tribal indirect costs for
Public Law 93-638 contracts; the need for year-to-year stability of
fundirg levels in order to improve planning and management of
programs; clarifying that Federal procurement laws and acquisi-
tion regulations should not apply to Indian self-determination con-
tracts; reducing the paperwork and reporting requirements, par-
ticularly for mature contracts; allowing for consolidation of mature
contracts, and multi-year contracts; alleviating problems associated
with over-recovery and under-recovery of indirect costs from Feder-
al agencies other than the BIA and Indian Health Service; and im-
proving avenues for contract appeals and conflict resolution.

The Indian Self-Determination Act does not only involve con-
tracting. Indian self-determination also includes a cooperative
working relationship between Federal agencies and Indian govern-
ments. The Phoenix Area for the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Indian Health Service covers 3 states, 10 BIA agencies, 10 Indian
Health Service units, and 42 tribal governments. The BIA has some
280 contracts with tribes in Arizona, Nevada, and Utah. The cur-
rent 60-day timeframe for approving contracts and resolving appli-
cation differences creates a crisis-oriented, adversarial relationship
that has resulted in delays for contract approvals. The Inter-Tribal
Council of Arizona recommends that the Senate Select Committee
on Indian Affairs include language in the amendments to Public
Law 93-638 that would: one, provide for a 1-year time period for
tribes and Federal agencies to plan for, negotiate, and enter into
new contracts. This longer time period is especially important to
enable the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service to
relocate Federal personnel, and to plan the budget requests for in-
direct costs.

Two, require BIA and Indian Health Service area directors to an-
nually report to tribes on the programs operated by their respec-
tive area offices, including workload statements, FTE's, planned
budgets, and actual expenditures.

r
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This morning, Mr. Chairman, you've heard many of the speakers
talk about the need for the 100-percent funding of indirect costs.
We, too, in Arizona want to especially point out that the need for
appropriate funding in the indirect cost area is in order, and to
carry out the 638 contract functions of the Federal agencies it is
necessary at the minimum that $50 million be appropriated. Any-
thing less, we believe, hinders the tribal government's efforts in
this area.

So, again, we appreciate the time presented for the Inter-Tribal
Council and myself to present testimony this morning. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Drennan appears in the appendix.1
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Governor.
I am certain that all of you realize that even if every provision in

this measure is adopted by the Congress and signed into law, it will
not cure all of your problems, because this is just one of the many
steps that we will have to take.

For example, there is a problem that you may be able to assist us
in: how do we change the structure of the BIA or the Interior De-
partment? Most agencies and departments of the Federal Govern-
ment have contract specialists, men and women who know the spe-
cific areas that they are dealing in. They also have a separate In-
spector General office, and that IG office does the auditing. They
have a contracting office to do the cont-acting, and the Inspector
General office to do the auditing.

In the case of the Interior Department the same personthe In-
spector Generalnegotiates the contracts, and there are no special-
ists or experts there, and the same agency IG does the auditing.
Obviously there is a conflict of interest, and we would like to
change that situation. This is just one example of many structural
problems we have involved in the BIA and the Department of Inte-
rior.

So if you do have any suggestions that you would like to offer us,
our door is open. We would be very happy to hear from you.

Senator Evans.
Senator EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly endorse what you have just said. We can write all of

the regulations and the details into all the acts in the world, and
unless that is based on a serious attempt by the agencies who are
charged with carrying out the acts to develop some new relation-
ships and new understandings, all that we write will be of little
value, really.

First, Joe DeLaCruz, that's an interesting proposal that rather
than having your budgeting based on administration requests, espe-
cially as we go through the year and it becomes more and more
obvious that administration requests are going to be superseded by
Concessional appropriations, you suggested, instead, that the al-
ternat. .) might be to base the early negotiations on last year's
levels ra 'ier than the Presidential budget. Could you tell us what
the timet. ame is for all of this? When do you first begin to talk
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs on new budgetary proposals
what time of the year? How long do they continue to insist that the
administration request is going to be the level that you've got to
keep working on?

r-
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Mr. DELACntiz. Senator Evans, we start our process in recon-
tracting in April, and we're dealing at that point with the Presi-
dent's budget. It has only been in the last couple of years with the
present administration that they have been holding it down to the
line to the President's budget, this is all that is allocated out to the
area, or down to this particular agency.

I come from a multi-agency with several small tribes. In the past,
a few years back, the bureau itself was treating us as an extension
of the U.S. Government under a continuing resolution. It is only
through some of the manipulations that began happening that the
committee and Congress have stopped with the various slimmer
initiatives on 15 percent and holding various moneys back that we
are caught in this situation now right down to the final day of con-
tracting on the President's budget.

What we have now is that we are faced with a situation of tribes
signing contracts starting October 1 with 15 percent indirect costs,
cr they are being asked to sign contracts for only 9 months' fund-
ing, or reduced budgets.

I have an instance I am very familiar with on forestry from the
program we've been operating on management regeneration for the
past several years. I signed a contract just to keep staff on for
$163,000a program that the previous year was some $900,000. I
have to plan now, whatever happens to the process, to lay off all
my forestry staff by Christmas. I filed a declination this year with
the Department of Interior that I am retroceding all contracts,
again under the regulations of the U.S. Government. The letter I
got back said that they could not provide the services that we were
providing come October 1. So I don't know where we are.

Senator EVANS. So you're in a position where they won't let you
budget, or they are budgeting at such a iow level that you can't
provide the services, and you're saying that you can't provide the
service and you're retroceding back-

Mr. DELACntiz. Retroceding back to you, and they're refus-
ing--

Senator EVANS. They're saying, "Well, fine, we can't provide the
services eithc r."

Mr. DELACatiz. Right. I feel that we are on some type of contin-
ued resolution. Of course, there is not even a continued resolution.
At least if we're dealing with the previous year's funding as we ne-
gotiate, whatever falls out through the appropriations, then, there
could be that adjustment to contracts which they say doesn't hold
true to the lawhas always been funding available anyway.

But for budget planning, if we could at least be dealing with the
previous year's experiences we'd be in better shape.

Senator EVANS. But now, at this point, the House has already
passed an appropriate bill. The House-passed appropriation bill, as
I understand it, is significantly higher than the administration's re-
quest, and presumably was given enough money for you to come
back with at least some reasonable or rational budget level for this
particular program; is that generally correct?

Mr. DELACntiz. That's correct, Senator.
Senator EVANS. But they are still, in spite of the fact that the

House has passed an appropriation act. In past years how long

r
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have they insisted on following that Presidential budget even after
the point whenthe trouble is that the Senate doesn't seem-

Mr. DELACRuz. This is the first year they've been so stringent on
it, Senator. This is the first year the Bureau has been so stringent
on it, but it gets back, I think, to some of the other initiatives that
Undersecretary Swimmer was pushing on 1,-, percent flat rate, and
the other things that Congress stopped. They've been adamant that
we're going to go into a nine month contract or reduced funding
contract, otherwise the contracting officer is not going to sign the
contract.

Senator EVANS. So the $163,000 that you're talking about is
really just a short- time --

Mr. DELkCRuz. That's what they're saying was in the President's
request because they knocked that budget out last week that was
in for forestry management at Kowalt. But that's what they're
saying there is to contract. So I retroceded, but they said they can't
provide the services, we weren't either, so I don't knowI guess
we're back in court again. We are in court with them all of the
time.

Senator EVANS. Just to carry that forward one step further. In
the particular program you are talking about, the Timber Manage-
ment and Regeneration Program carries with it, as I understand,
the kind of policies and activities that have to be conducted on a
regularized basis year to year if you are going to have any consist-
ency in future years in terms of timber harvest or timber growth.
So you can't just go up and down and skip a year or anything with-
out having some long-term significant consequences t' .... eventual-
ly are going to be harmful in terms of your own revenues that
come from timber sales; is that correct?

Mr. DELACRuz. That's true, Senator.
Senator EVANS. So even this process that they're going through

doesn't just have this problems for you this year, but really, if car-
ried fully through, would have awful consequences both for your
revenues and for the independence, generally, of Indian tribes in
this field?

Mr. DELACRuz. As I see itand I'm talking about a lot of the
tribes in the Northwest. I'm contracting forestry and fisheries, and
some health programs, human services. I look at my contracts
across the board at what both IHS and the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs is telling me that I have to go into 9-month contracts or re-
duced funding contracts.

IHS hasn't made up their mind yet under what formula they are
going to fund indirect on their contracts, but they sent me some
options that we threw of L eight months ago that they agreed on
that we look more at the process that our task force developed for
the Northwest Health , board and affiliated the blue 'ook that we
gave copies to the committee. They look at that process. But as of
last week they sent a letter for tribal comment on some formula to
distribute 60 percent funding.

I'm in a retrocession situation laying off staff. I just can't see
how my tribe can pick up any more from our hard dollars and liq-
uidate tribal resources to contract carrying out service to the U.S.
Government.
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Senator EVANS. Just one further question, then, on this whole
timber management. Isn't it also true that when they tell you if
you retrocede and they can't provide the service that timber, spe-
cifically, is a trust responsibility?

Mr. DELACRuz. That's right.
Senator EVANS. Do you have any qualms at all about the fact

that if you had to go to court you would win?
Mr. DELACRuz. I think we will. Of course, we've got the Mitchell

case now for 'le historical problem that was created on Kowa lt by
lack of reforestation. In fact, I feel so strongly that we'd win with
some of the developments in the Pacific Northwest with our fisher-
ies, timber, fish, and wildlife, of the management perspective of in-
dustry the tribes and the States now that you've got three years to
reforest or get lined back in reproduction. Somebody is going to be
in some big trouble on this.

Senator EVANS. You mentioned that. For everyone's benefit, it
seems to me one of the most striking and spectacular things that
has happened during this last generation is the change in attitude
and responsibility as it relates to the private sectorthe business
sector, nowas the fisheries managers, both at the State level and
privately, and the timber managers at the State level and private-
ly, and the tribes are all beginning to work together in a coopera-
tive venture. Somehow it would be nice if that disease infected the
Bureau, because I think that the other things that you are doing in
this kind of cooperative ventureand really very, very successful-
lyand if you had the opportunity to manage as you wish on the
reservation it would help that.

Mr. DELACRuz. I might point out, Senator, that we have an
agreement with IHS to develop a joint-owned information system.
That's with IHS. When we get to budget questions or policy ques-
tions a lot of timesI call them "faceless people" sitting up IRSA
and make these decisions that we keep blaming Indian Health for,
but the structure of IHS, florn the secretary down, and Health and
Human Services, et cetera, it is hard to deal with where you put
your finger on where policy is coming out there.

On IHS funding problems we sat down with Doctor Rhoades,
with the people from IRSA., and people from the undersecretary's
office several months ago in Tulsa, and they agreed that they were
not going to come out with trying to make us accept contracts with
60 percent funding as far as indirect costs or contract administra-
tion. Now in every option I look at that is what they are trying to
do again.

The other thing they agreed onwhich they're trying to do
againis privatization, not in the 1988 budget but in the 1989
budget I see where they are adding $13 million or $11 million to
dangle in front of tribes and health contractors to look for alterna-
tive resources. I'll tell the Senate that we are using and exhausting
every alternative resource there is out there to cover health needs
for our people, and we are not able to because of a lack of appro-
priations.

Senator EVANS. One other question: you mentioned tribal partici-
pation in budgeting, which now calls, as I understand it, for consul-
tation, but consultation is a quick and irregular type of thing. Do
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you have any specific proposals as to how best we can ensure ade-
quate tribal participation in the budgeting process?

Mr. DELACauz. I definitely do, but I've beenyou know, going
back through the years the Bureau had its ZZB, and they called it
"raised titles." When they came out to meet with the tribes they've
got their budget that covers all their perso; mei, every level of their
government. Most of the things that tribr. are struggling for now
today are things in the fisheries, forestry, and hez.lth are things
tribes had to go around over and above what the administration
regardless of what administration was requesting. We got those
dollars added through initiatives of our regional organizations and
those type of things. We start out with either budget that becomes
the (resident's budget, basically, of what the needs are of the bu-
reauc:acythat's at the level of the service unit or the agency, in
the case of the Bureau.

You've got their budget based on what their previous year's ex-
periences were, previous year's tribal budgets. I just believe that I
don't know how we do it, but through our tribes, our regional orga-
nizations, since we can't seem to really develop a process of part
nership with the administrative branch of the U.S. Government
that somehow we have to with the various appropriations commit-
tees, and that's where we've either had to get dollars to survive or
stop what was happening. I don't know if you can legislate admin-
istratively how that relationship is with those agencies as they de-
velop their budgets, but it is so frustrating when you go th-ough
their process and every level starts at their agency, their ar the
central office, then the secretaries and undersecretaries .wery-
body makes changes. Nobody knows what that budget was that
they submitted at the bottom level by the time it hits the Hill. You
don't know where you're at, and you sit there wondering what to
do.

Senator EVANS. You have an interesting proposal in your written
statement that, in essence, would see any deviations in recurring
base program funding ai.acations must first obtaining approval
with the appropriate Congressional committeesthat would be a
very interesting way to do it. I'm not sure that we have the staffs
at least not yetto do that effectively, but it would certainly
change some relationships. We'll have to puzzle through that one I
think, Mr. Chairman, and try and figure out if that or an alterna-
tive of that is going to be necessary in order to get adequate
maybe we need to change the Hord "consultation" or define it
better in terms of just what that means, and that it is not just a
casual or one-sided type of thing, but a true partnership in building
these budgets.

Mr. Skye, did you say that where the programs are less than
$100,000 there is no cost recovery? They don't allow that? Or is it
their policy?

Mr. SKYE. Well, what they are doing is making the tribes take
the indirect costs out of the money that they contract for. In other
words, they used to provide contract support, or there used to be a
line item for indirect costs, but they cut that out, so now they take
the indirect costs right out of the contract.

Senator EVANS. But in building a contract, and the size of con-
tract, how much can you put in there specificallynot just as a

F'
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percentage of indirect cost recovery, but put in there as part of the
contract the supervision or management at the tribal level, or
w'-mtever other things that normally would be part of what we
would consider indirect costs? Would they approve those, or would
they knock all those out?

Mr. SKYE. Wel:, in the Bureau of Indian Affairs my experience is
that you take what they give you because that's all they have, and
they tell you that they don't have any more.

Senator EVANS. So it doesn't make much difference how you
count it, there are only so many dollars?

Mr. SKYE. Senator, I have a resolution from the Cheyenne River
Sioux Tribe that was passed, and they are requesting that the
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Council is hereby recommending that
the National Congress of American Indians advise Indian tribes to
consider retroceding their Public Law 93-638 contracts with BIA
and IHS until such time that the tribes are provided with adequate
staff, funding, and contract dollars to administer those programs.
I'd like to introduce this resolution for the record, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be received and made
part of the record.

[Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe resolution appears in the appendix.]
Senator EVANS. Do you have any estimate of what would happen

if all tribes in the United States were to immediately retrocede all
of the programs that they are now taking on?

Mr. SKYE. I don't have any idea.
Senator EVANS. I don't tnink the BIA does, either.
The CHAIRMAN. Maybe we should try that. [Applause.]
Senator EVANS. That would be a pretty powerful message.
Mr. SKYE. Right.
Senator, I have one more suggestion. You know we have had

such devastating experience with the Indian Self-Determination
Education Assistance Act, which in some ways has been good to us,
and in other ways has been real difficult. In your bill you address
multi-contracting. I would like to suggest that you have some
words in there that provide for master contract. In other words, a
tribe that has 50 different contracts with the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs would be placed into one master contract, and then there is
given the indirect costs for the total amount. That may hurt them,
but they would at least know the amount of dollars that they were
going to get.

The other way is that, you know, they've got 50 different con-
tracts, and they are collecting indirect costs off of those different
small or large contracts, and then they are reduced and have to op-
erate, as Mr. DeLaCruz stated, at a 75-percent level which is,
again, devastating for central administration. So in that way I
would see a better process take place in collecting our indirect
costs.

Senator EVANS. We do attempt to allow that to happen in the
amendments and in the proposal that we have, and if people will
look at that section very carefully and tell us whether it is ade-
quate or whether we need to modify it or change it or broaden it
any way, that would be very helpful.

I guess, Mr. Chairman, that we will keep the record open for
some length of time for additional testimony if that's desirable.

tt- --,
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Ms. Roberts, what is the rationale for IHS refusal to replace per-
sonnel under the IPA? What do they tell you? Or do they tell you
anything?

Ms. ROBERTS. I'm afraid I can't answer that.
Senator EVANS. Well, fine. If you- -
Ms. ROBERTS. They require it to be on the open market.
Senator EVANS. I see. So they require it to be on the open

market, but the open market doesn't include the possibility that
personnel under IPA would be the best alternative? Even after you
look at the open market situation, and can't find anybody, will
they then still refuse? I'd be delighted to have your colleagues par-
ticipate.

Mr. CHAMBERS. Senator, as I understand- -
Senator EVANS. Please identify yourself for the record.
Mr. CHAMBERS. I'm sorry. My name is Reid Chambers, and I'm

th-: attorney for the Alaska Native Health Board.
Senator Evans, as I understand the problem, it comes about this

way: a Federal employee is assigned to a tribal organization under
the IPA, then, for one reason or another, that employee leaves. He
or she may leave because he can't be promoted, or because they're
not getting the cost of living allowance that is non-taxable for
people in Alaska and Hawaii, they don't get that, and it is a par-
ticular Alaska problem here. But for one reason or another the
person leaves, and there is a qualified Federal employee that could
replace him, but it is a different grade or something like that
they're not cooperative in making that assignment.

Instead they require the contractor to go on the open market,
and it takes time and it takes delay, and it would just be much
more simple tc plug in another qualified Federal employee, and
they can't do that because also the contracting budget usually
doesn't include the IPA assignmentthe salary and cost of the IPA
official. So the money also tends to get yanked back when that in-
dividual leaves and they can't use it readily for another person.

Senator EVANS. Do you find that that same amount of money
that might be available on the open market is insufficient to find
anybody in the open market, especially for some remote rural
areas?

Mr. CHAMBERS. Well, it sure can be, Senator, yes. Do 3 ou mean
to get someone who is not a Federal employee and not with Federal
benefits?

Senator EVANS. Yes; they say you go out in the open market, and
then there is insufficient funds in the contract to really hire the
kind of person on the open market that you would like to have.

Mr. CHAMBERS. Yes, sir; that's precisely the problem. It may be a
worse problemit seems to be a worse problem in Alaska. I don't
knowwe haven't heard a lot of testimony on that in the lower 48.

Senator EVANS. Mr. Drennan, you suggested making the time
period for negotiations to go from 60 days up to one year. Is it your
finding that the 60-day period is too short to do an adequate kind
of review job and negotiating jol-?

Mr. DRENNAN. Senator Evan ;, this is true in the Phoenix area,
and probably 'n other areas where maybe due to shortage of staff
within the agency or the area office there is a lot of time delay.
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Last year I don't know what the big problem was, but we didn't get
our contracts renewed until 2 or 3 months afterwards.

Senator EVANS. Even though there was a 60-day period where
they were supposed to be?

Mr. DRENNAN. Yes; and so it is really hard to know what is going
to happen when you have a program that you are running in
behalf of the BIA agency or the Indian Health Service. So we find
that by maybe lengthening this period and getting proper planning
and so forth maybe we can alleviate some of this.

Senator EVANS. You're not worried that if the length of time is
extendedprobably all or maybe some of the simpler programs
wouldn't take a full year to negotiate, bzi` would be more straight-
forward and could be negotiated in several months. Is there a
danger that, you know, once a year is the deadline; everything
takes a year? Or is that okay as long as you know that there is
sufficient advance time to plan for these things?

Mr. DRENNAN. Well, with these multi-year contracts I think it is
a little better, but yet we still have to negotiate the dollar amount
and so forth. We still feel that ii, may be better to have a little
more time to do this.

Senator EVANS. Adding a length of time would help?
Mr. DRENNAN. Yes.
Senator EVANS. OK. Thank you.
Mr. DRENNAN. One of the other areas that we findand I'm

quite sure this has been alluded tobut in a layman's terms the
cost reimbursement is not coming forth as soon as we would like it
to. For some of us small tribes that don't have limited funds, even
in trust, to carry those things over, the loss of funds from the inter-
est, which we usemy tribe, anywaywe use as part of our tribal
budget, we lose thousands of dollars ev 7 year because of that. So
maybe vie need to talk about that.

Senator EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Because of the importance of this billand let me assure you

that this measure is very important. We rank ilis with the top pri-
ority matters, such as Indian health, Indian Lnancing, and such.
The record will be kept open until October 16. Keep in mind that
our mark-up is the 21st, so the 16th is the absolute deadline be-
cause the members of the committee and the staff would need ade-
quate time to study your recommendations before we get into the
mark-up of the measure.

One would think that after 10 years of experience in indirect
costs that we would have had some solution; but apparently very
little has been dune. That is why we consider this measure to be so
important.

As the alternative suggested by the Bureau of Indian Affaii , to
wit, the 15 percent cost alternative, that alternate is so obviously
impractical and so obviously unfair that one would think, "Why
did the agency decide to submit this alternative?" For example, it
is so unrealistic, in the case of Ms. Roberts, the Government of the
United States does not have to carry and pay for malpractice insur-
ance, and that's a major cost item to all of the tribes in the United
States.

4. , 0
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The Government of the United States has many other agencies
that they can call upon for assistance. You people don't have that
privilege and that authority.

The Government of the United States gets involved in bulk pur-
chasing. Your small tribes can't afford to, and none of the distribu-
tors would give you the benefits of bulk purchasing when you just
purchase a few items.

So it is obviously unfair and obviously impractical, which would
lead one 4-) conclude that maybe this was set up just to demon-
strate that Indians can't carry out the business and are inept. Well,
we're going to change that. [Applause.]

So may I once again strongly suggest to you to get your recom-
mendations in, or any additional s' ltements, by October 16. We
will study them very carefully, and if we feel that it is in the best
interest, we will put them in the bill.

A final word about contracts: I am a member of the Appropria-
tions Committee, and there we deal with contracts all the time.
Whenever the Department of Defense gets into a contr.-et with
General Electric or Boeing or any one of the other great ganiza-
tions, that contract is carried out, even if it means supp nental
appropriation:. 3ut strangely in this trust relationship with Indi-
ans they come to you maybe halfway or three quarters through the
fiscal year and say, "Sorry, boys, we don't have the cash, so we're
going to stop right here" after you've put up all the money. At the
same time, you don't have the resources to sue the Government.
Obviously, the equity is not on your side. We're going to change
that also. [Applause.]

I'd like to thank all of you for participating this morning.
[Letter from Omaha Tribe of Nebraska appears in the appQndix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will now stand in recess and join all of you

at the general assembly session of the National Congress of Ameri-
can Indians.

[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LIONEL JOHN

Yr. Chalrnan, Connuttee Me-bers and Staff, goo orion'.

a- Lionel nn, E(ecuti:e Durect.r Of t%e nute S-it' a:A. Eastern

TrIbes C...:1-.T) and a rennet" of tie Seneca '.t-in of .ork.

USET, ecaoluartered in ';azhville, Tennessee .s a- 1-terntrical

organ.zatIon cor.poued of le renber tribes loc-.tea in nine .tates

along tne east and southern gulf coast fron c'aure to Louuslana.

Furst of all, would :Ike to express cur appre-uat.on

for ha: toe opportunit, to eA2res our on tee Conr.ttee's

propose l ane-l-ents to the Ind.ae Self-DeternInat.,n Oct.

We 31,3, C to e7rens oul ap7,reczat,n an! co--end

the Co--Ittee iou its staff f.r ,er,:ung dul.,entl, an::: in clo=e

consultation toe Inilan tribe.; and orga-.zatuon.. .n

letelo7,tng tne nropsed a -en l -erts.

S.n,e cur co-nent, a-: reco-reriation, t, rrov..lons

of bnt. the e,. ---g is.. an; toe rroposed Irer:nent., er .;ectinn,

page an: lune referooces mre to tne ougt.st :-nnittee

docvnet nor.n.teo "Out. no

ratter thar t-e seou.t 7, lc raft null nf 1-e-tnent,.

.ef,>re-,,e in 'cc' :Ire- .2

Secti.n of t.e erl.t.ng law prov.les tnIt. .eir

fund--; provi:el under toe Sn,der Oct 4hich ar.

or eacended n, tne etc of a f.scal year be carried

over and expended In the next fiscal year.
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We reco-^en! tnat r, -
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tne funos are t. be expended In t-e rrcceer.n7

year unler a co-tract or grant for tec pur:nse ftct t-co
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or documentatro- of saol rurposeo -eel ac pro,.re2 t e

tribal oroan.zstion to t-e .; )-1

expeniarg o':-

under a c,ntract or orint n n(t.r a'

orrgi-12 parpobe,th,t toe tranil -roanlzati Al. -.-

to redgcuz-ent an! re7,uotlf/ c/nenr,ture nf t-c clrr -er frr!o.

.efererce 7.eo!--eniat.on r"

The Cornattee's ,ur a -e parlgrai-

(2)(A) to Section lt:(:). Thi e. provis:on csten!

Federal Tort Cla.-s coJerage to trrLai organizations and Indian

contractors for -.circai neglrgence occtrrang wathin the scope

of health an2 re-tal ser/roc5 proa.!ei u-der ) self-,:cter-Irnatron

or "Buy Irdrao" contract wit: the Inrrar "eat' Servio,
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There are no material differences in t-e types or

quality of nealtn care provided under an In1.1- Self-neter-.na_on
Act contract versus a Buy Indian Act contract. Bct^ contracting

authorities authorize provision of federal nealtb services

to be transferred from the Indian 9ealtn Service to trinal

organizations or Indian contractors.

While the Indian Health Seri.ce is presumanl, respcnsinle

for covering the cc.sts of contractors obtaining private

malpractice insurance, rapidly escalating insurance premiums

and inadegu .e federal funding have result,., in many trihes

and Indian contractors operating in hea deficits and

considering retrocession of their contracts back to the

Indian Health Service or going bankrupt.

Justice is supposedly concerned that many urnan India-

clinics, (out of economc necessity) pret31,, nealtn care
on a fee for service basis to persons o are nen-Indian.

They do not wish the Federal Claims coerlge to extend

to services providec by an urban Indian :lin.: to

Justice also seems to be concerned that 3n In!lin pnvsicil-

in private practice micnt claim coverage ,.nder t'e -ederil

Tort Claims Act when providing nealtn care t- 3n Indian

pursuant to contract care agreements I,S nas v3r.o.is

private hospitals and clinics.

We would recommend that paragraph (:)(A) of Section 10:'c)

not be amended to delete coverage of Tribal or urban Indian---

contractors contracting under authority sf to Indiln Act
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Rather, we would recommend that paragraph (2)(A) be

modified to ensure that Federal Tort Claims Act coverage

extend only to the provision of health care authorized

pursuant to the contract and only when such services are

provided to a person who would have been eligible for su,-.1

services if they were provided directly bj the Indian qealt,

Service.

We further recommend that sub-paragraph (2)(B) be stricken.

Justification

To delete coverage of Tribal organizations who prefer

to contract under they Buy Indian Act or urban Indian clinics

who can only use .hat authority would result in an unnecessary

exclusion of Federal Tort coverage and increased costs to such

contractors. Regardless of the contracting authority usec,,

both contracting mechanisms result, as intended, in a transfer

of administration and delivery of Federal nealth care services

for the Indian Health Service ,o Indian people .t. the local

level.

Since the major impact of exluding Buy Indian contracts

would be on urban Indian clinics, many would oecome insolvent

or retrocede their contracts. IBS could not operate such

clinics economically resulting in closures. Since OMB has

proposed defunding urban Indian clinics the past several years,

perhaps this is a back o'or method of achleving the s 1.

80-836 0 - 88 - 3
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Subparagraph(B) should be stricken. IHS health care

services are not currently limited to Indians only. Nor-

Incli,n spouses nay receive services and IHS also provides

emergency services to non-Imdians if o other care is available.

Urban Indian clinics sh,..Ild be covered when providing health

care that IHS would provide if they were directly providing

the service.

Reference and Recommendation 3

Since the contracting autnority under _ne pr,posed

amendments would ne consolidated in a revised Section 102, the

reference to section 103 in the new sectior 1031b)(2) on

Page 18,, line 1 should ne changed to read section 10: and not

section 113

3astification

This is a tecnn.cal amendment to comport 4ith proposed

new section numbers.

,,eference and Recommendation =4

Se:tion 102(a)t:) states that the Secretar, shall have

only "n.net., dv.s" to review and approve of a self-determination

contract after receipt. We recommend that this be changed to

180 days. (See page 12, lines 3-8).

ti t)
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Justification

A longer time period is Important to enable agencies

to relocate fe4eral personnel and to plan for budgeting requests

for indirect costs.

Reference and Recommendation *5

The proposed new subsectio td) of Section 103, page 18

beginning on line 7, directs the Secretary to provide technical

assistance to tribes to develop their capacity to cortract and

assume administration of federal programs.

We recommend that this subsection be clarified to ensure

that a t'ibe has the option to obtain t!' it own outside technical

assistance.

Justification

It has been our member Tribes experience that often the

agency does not have sufficient in-house expertise or suff,cient

tine or personnel to provide the necessary tecl-ical as-,stance

to tribes. ,)ften better technical assistance is available and

on a more timely basis from outside sources.

Tribes should not be forced to rel: upon agenc, technical

assistance if that assistance is non-existent, inadf-uate or

untimely.

Reference and Recommendation 06

Newly proposed subsection (c) of Section 105 (as renumbered),

page 26 provides that multi -year self-determination contract amounts

may be "...negotiated annually to reflect factors, including but not

limited to cost increases beyond the control on an Indian tribe
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or tribal organization." (See page 26, lines 23-26).

Technically speaking, cost of living, pay increases and

promotions are within the control of a tribe or tribal

organization.

We recommend that this provision be clarified so that

it not be construed to prevent reasonable cost of living,

pay Increases and promotions.

Justification

Federal employees receive regular cost of living adjustnents,

step pay increases an,, where merited, promotions.

Tribal employees paid under federal contracts, however,

often go for years without any or very little adjustrents

in their starting salary. Often our most experienced people

resign because of static pay year after /ear. Cost renegotiations

must take into account the necessity to adequatel, compensate

employees.

Reference and Recormendation 7

The proposed amendments overall attempt to listinguish

self-deter.ftination contracts fror general federal ri,curment

contracts. Section 105 (as rent,mbered) page -:, ,ould mai.e the

Federal Procurment Policy Act and implenenting regulations

inapplicable.

f" I
%.. i
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Presumably, ',Awed 'Iron the overall changes being

proposed, both 'nterior and 411S will need to develop implementing

regulations.

Section 107 of the existing Act sets out consultation

procedures and deadlines for development of implementing

regulations to the original Act.

We recommend that Section 107 be amended to provide for

updated consultation and deadlines in the development of

implementing regulations by the agencies.

Justification

The proposed amendments to this Act were developed in

close consultation with and after years of actual experience

by Indian tribes. Most tribes falt that the original Act was

subverted through restrictive regulation. 3ascd upon !ears o:

actual experience, Tribes ace in a better position to ensure

viable regulation development.

Reference and Recommendation x8

Throughout the Act reference is made to the Secretary

of 'leaith, Education and Welfare. Technical amendments should

be made to reflect the current name of the agency as follows:

Page: Lines:

17 14

28 26

33 17 & 23
3.. 4, 9, 14, 18

80-836 0 - 88 - 4
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Likewise, references to the Senate Interior and

Insul:. Affairs Committee should be changed to Senate Select

Committee on Indian Affairs.

Page: Lines:

34 6, 23

Conclusion

USET strongly endorses the propo3ed amendments and we

are especilly supportive of the newly proposed Section 106.
Vs feel the, amendments are long overdue and that they will

go a lot, av in ensuring that self-determination can nally

be effectively carried out.

we thank you for your close corsultation, reasoned

approach and attention to this very serious and complex issue.

We urge expeditious passage of this measure with the

L. ommended changes reflected in our testimony

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views.

- 10
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Northwest Irdian Fisheries Commission
lo-1,1i win \ ,t1, 1 ,n.1111,1 I ,.% oht ii ,I, 1'11..4. .:It. :48 111,,

Testimony To The
U.S. Senate Select Committee

On Indian Affairs

Tampa BPy, Florida
Septemblr 21, 1987

By Bill Frank, Jr., ,hairman,
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission

Senator Inouye and members of the Select Committee, I am Bill

Frank, Jr., chairman of the Northwest Indian Fisheries

Commission. My commnts to you today represent the

fisheries-related interests and concerns of the Treaty Indian

Tribes of the Pacific Ncrthwest. My message is simply this- the

Treaty Indian Tribes are acknowledged governments and we hope and

expect to be treated as such.

It is the stated policy of the United States Administr.'-,n and

Congress that they endorse the goals of self determination by the

tribes and that they will work with the tribes on a

government-to-government bas4s to assist us in becoming

self-sufficier'. Yet it is the apparent policy of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs to undermine the ability of the tribes to pursue

these goals.

We feel that a covernment must be able to develop a sound

economy. Yet tnat is virtually impossible when the tribes are

forced to subsidize fed-rdl programs. You have made clear your

intent to have the tribes recover full costs of operating federal

progra-s, but the BIA is sedrr 'lc hi 1 low for ways to avoid

i 0
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paying them. The FY 1988 budget requests of the BIA, and the

Indian Health Service, were each $10 million short. At the

present time, the BIA funding level would cover less than 70

percent of indirect costs. If the tribes are to function

effectively, funding for their federal trust programs must be

protected, ire.uding 100 percent recovery of indirect costs.

We wholeheartedly support your proposed Indian Self-Determination

Act Amendments. As we understand them these amendments would

basically make these changes: 1. Streamline the contracting

process by making P.L.93-538 contracts intergovernmental

agreements exempt from procarement regulations; 2.Allow mature

contracts to be made for up to five years; 3. Permit the

consolidation of mature contracts into one contract with

quarterly financial reports for advanced quarterly payments with

only one final report and audit report, and 4. Protect the

funding 'ease of contracts from Secretarial discretionary

reduction or reduction to fund federal functions.

It is our understanding that the amendments would protect

negotiated indirect costs and require federal agencies to report

the status of indirect cost levels to Congress each year. Tribes

would also be held harmless from the over/under recovery issue

when contracting with federal agencies and would not be aske,, to

pay these theoretical costs from previous years. Tribes could

contract for all programs and activities throughout the

Departments of Interior and Health and Human Services. The civil

service benefits of federal employees who transfer to tribal
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employment would be protected. The Secretary of Interior could

transfer ownership of any property purchased by the tribe under

638 contracts and could transfer ':...tle of any excess or surplus

property.

We are very encouraged that these amendments are supportive of

stable tribal governments and that they would provide the basis

for improved federal-tribal working relationships. We also

believe that the amendments reflect the true intent of the United

States Constitution.

We ask you to be fully aware that the BIA effort to tie contract

allocations to the President's proposed budget is a severe

hindrance to many ongoing tribal programs at a crucia. ime. We

encourage language to assure that tentative allocations for

contracts for any one year be based on the previous year's

appropriations. Contracts developed in this manner would be

awarded pending funds available and then be renegotiated after

final appropriations are received. The FY 1988 program is an

example of what can happen when therg is a bureaucratic decision

to tamper with base dollars. Many fisheries contracts have been

proposed with reduced scopes of work pending full appropriations.

Clearly, this is an unworkable practice. The BIA cannot be

allowed to tie contract allocations to the President't budget

submissions.

We encourage your expedient favorable action on these amendments.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR STANLEY PAYTIAMO

Summar/ Review of proposed amendments to 8:3 regulation".

All Indian Fueblo Council/TrAbal Administrators mtg

It is the general consensus of participants in this
review meeting that most of the issues of concern to the
various tribes are adequately addressed in the proposed
amendments.

There are however, a few items which need emphasis and
they it.clude the following:

1. Appropriations, Budgets and Allocation of appropriated
funds.

Past and current budgeting systems, especially the BIA's
have been anything but effective. The tribal budgeting
systems should be based on the realistic needs of the
tribe and used to justify appropriations requests. The
current Indian Priority system does not have this effect
and needs to be changed so that it does.

It is recommended that the budgeting process and alloca-
tion of funds to Tribal contracts be free of the govern-
ment agency's requirement to maintain certain levels of
FIG s. It has been the e::perience of some trloe s that
this requirement has been a mayor obstacle in getting
tribal contracts approved and implemented on a timely
basis.

It is recommended that the concepts of funding utilized
within the Administration for Native Americans, the
Blocl Grant System, Revenue Sharing or any other system
which in fact provides a real opportunity to plan and
implement their programs based on their needs and their
abilities to administer them.

2. Regulations - It must be point out that tribal go.'ern-
ments today are dealing with a lot of different agencies
of the Federal government. Our recommendation is that
such agencies adopt uniform. simplified, straightforward
uncumbersome regulations to be applied to Tribal con-
tracting.
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7. Liability Insurance.. The prov.sion in the amendments
which r.quires tribes to obtain adequate liability in-
insurance is not an acceptable one. The provisions re-
lating to The Public Health citing that a tribal organi-
zation or Indian Contractor carrying out a contract,
grant agreement, or cooperative agreement under this
section is deemed to be part of the Public Health
Service of the Department of Health and Human Services
while carrying out such contract, or agreement and its
employees (including those acting on behalf of the or-
ganization or contractor as provided in...) are deemed
employees of the Service while acting within the scope
of their employment in carrying out the contract cr
agreement. This provision is more acceptable and
should be z.pplied to all contracts and agencies.

to
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Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians

Testimony of Joseph B. DeLaCruz, President
Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians

Before the
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

Hearing on the
"Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1987"

September 21, 1987
Tampa, Florida

I apnreciare the opportunity to testify before the Senate Select
Comm tee on Indian Affairs regarding the "Indian Self-Determin-
ation Act Amendments of 1987" representing the view of the
Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians. As an overall legislative
package, we are supportive of its provisions. The amendments
greatly improve the P.L. 93-638 contracting arrangements for
Tribal governments and offer greater stability for Tribal
government operations. The Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs staff have exhibited knowledge of the P.L. 93-638 process
and i willingness to consider Tribal suggestions in formulating
these amendments.

I was privileged to be involved in the policy discussions and
legislative deliberations in the early 1970's as the Indian Self -
Deter,.ination Act evolved into reality. In principle, the Act was
designed to assist Tribal governments develop and manage their own
affairs. Tribal government development through the P.L. 93-638
process over more than a decade have experienced their natural
share of failures and successes. The BIA and INS, primarily
service agencies, have experienced their own difficulties trans-
forming to contractual functions. These tensions between the agen-
cies and the Tribes in implementing the P.L. 93-638 will hopefully
be reduced by these amendments.

SELF - DETERMINATION POLICY NOT REALITY

We believe that by adopting this Indian Self-Determination policy,
Congress intended to strengthen our government-to-government rela-
tionship with the United States, by involving Tribes in all of the
decision-making and policy development with respect to federally
funded programs. We believe Congress also intended hat Tribes
would develop their capabilities to take over operation of these
programs.

This policy was developed largely through the initiative of the
highest office in this land. President Nixon announced "A New Era
for the American Indians" in a statement released on July 8, 1970.

1425 NE Irving, Suite 102 Portland, OR 97232 (503) 23:-3725
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This policy declared:

"The time has come to break decisively with the past
and create the conditions for a new era in which the
Indian future is determined by Indian acts and Indian
decisions."

As this policy progressed, President Nixon observed in his January
30, 1971 State of the Union message to Congress:

"We shalt continue to encourage Indians and their tri-
bal governments to pity an increasing role in deter-
mining their own future."

President Reagan's Indian policy statement, released in January of
1983, recognizes the gains which have been made where it states:

"Our policy is to reaffirm dealing with Indian Tribes on
a government-to-government basis and to pursue a policy
of self-government for Indian Tribes without threatening
termination."

It further states:

"Tribal Governments, like state and local governments,
are more aware of the needs and desires of their citi-
zens than is the Federal Government...."

These important statements of policy, howeimr, have not matched
reality in Indian Country. I would like t,., emphasize two major
concerns for Committee consideration in developing meaningful
amendments to P.L. 93-638. These issues are the stability of
Tribal government operations and Tribal leadership involvement in
the policy decision-making process. Corrective legislative
amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act to address these
basic concerns will be a major improvement to this most important
legislation.

STABILITY OF TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS

Currently Tribal governments cannot operate and plan with any sta-
ble expectation of revenue from year to year as we're subject to
the political policy considerations in the administration's pro-
posed annual budget to Congress. The administration's budget pro-
posals eliminating essential programs or shifting appropriations
to internally designed priori_les are well documented and have
generally been rejected by Congress in recent years. 'tribal

governments, unfortunately, must base their next fiscal year bud-
gets and program plans on these administration budget :oncortions.
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Thousands of agency/Tribal staff hours and probably several
million dollars in salaries each year are wasted preparing fiscal
budgets and programs to these often meaningless budget figures.
Although these administration budgets are driven by political
wish, the agencies and Tribes must use these unrealistic proposals
as leis planning documents. Each year the stability of Tribal
government operations are threatened and left dangling between the
old axiom of what the President proposes and Congress disposes.
Hopefully, the multi-year contracting features and base funding
protections included in these amendments can be strengthened to
ensure some measure of protected expectation. A simple procedure
we suggest is for Tribal government contracts f,- each fiscal year
be based on the current year contracted scope and funding level
with the standard provision of subject to the availability of
funds."

How can we develop the economies of our communities when we are
forced to expend our limited resources to subsidize Federal
programs? Even though both the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs and the House Interior Committee have indicated an intent
that the Tribes recover full costs of operating Federal programs,
the BIA is still looking for a way to avoid paying them. The
budget requests by both agencies for FY 1988 were deficient by
over ter million dollars each. We estimate that the BIA r'cuest
would fund less than 70X of indirect costs. Sometimes it appears
that the BIA is attempting to undermine our ability to gain some
measure of self sufficiency.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS TO STABILIZE TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS

There are two most ir...irtant changes we wish to recommend to
stabilize Tribal government operations. First, there is a need to
legislate a budget planning and allocation system which requires
stability and Tribal participation. Currently the budget planning
and allocation systems of both agencies are subject only to
administrative policy. Either agency can change what they want,
when they want. or at least create havoc by proposing changes
through the annual budget submission.

What we are requesting is a more formal structure for Tribal
involvement in planning and a more formally recognized system. not
subject to the whims of individual Federal officials. The Indian
Priority System utilized by the BIA accounted for S295 million in
FY 1987 or almost one-third the BIA budget. This system provides
the kind of framework we would like to see, if it were honored.
But it hasn't been. Each year different programs are targeted
for removal. Housing improvement, self determination grants. con-
tract support. financial trust services and Credit and Financing
are examples. Road Maintenance is being removed in 7:Y 1989. un-
less the Congress intervenes.
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For this reason we would recommend that the following language be
included in place of section 106 (f) of the bill.

"106 (f) The secretary shall implement z budget alloca-
tion system which provides maximum stabi.ity of
recur:ing base program funding at the service level, and
reflects maximum p rticipation of Tribal governing bo-
dies in the planning and priority setting for such pro-
grams, whether contracted or not contracted by the Tri-
bes. Provided that neither secretary shall change or
propose allocation or distribution of budgeted funds for
such programs, or an her chzages which would create
significant deviations in recurring base program funding
allocations, without first obtaining approval with the
appropriate Congressional Committees. The secretary
shall implement this provision through Regulations.

The second recommended change to accomplish is full recovery of
costs and funding allocations. The House bill language amending
the P.L. 93-638, defining contract support costs and requiring
full allocation of contract support costs, provides a more com-
plete description of what contract funding allocations should be
based upon. We would like to see that language given full consi-
deration.

(reference: Language in H.R. 1223 as of July 29, 1987:)

"Section 3 (g) "contract support" means the reasonable
cost for activities which must be carried on by a tri-
bal organization as a contractor to ensure compliance
with the terra, of the contracted and prudent management,
but which --
(1) normally are not carried on by the respective Se-
cretary in his direct operation of the program; or
(2) are provided by the Secretary it support of the
contracted program from resources other than those under
contract:

Section 8 (h) (1) The amount of funds provided under
the terms of contracts entered into pursuant to this Act
shall be no less than the appropriated secretary would
have otherwise provided for his operation of the pro-
grams or tortion thereof for Coe period covered by the
contr .

(2) lo the amount available under subsection
(h) (1) of this section shall be added the negotiated
contract support costs"

By including this proposed language. Tribes would receive a fair
allocation of funds, irrespective of their indirect cost rates.

a
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Tribes all treat costs a little differently. The allocations
should include all real and necessary costs, whether ur not they
are included in the Tribes ilidlrect cost rate. For example many
expenditures, such as unemployment taxes are not included ,r1 the
tribal level when the BIA operates a program, nor are they
included in Tribes indirect cost rates. A Tribe, in contracting,
would automatically have less Lo spend on the program due to this.
factor. Further, there are the insurance costs for which Tribes
don't obtain additional allocations presently. We believe the
house definition of contract support provides a mechanism for
recognizing these costs.

CONSULTATION WITH TRIBAL LEADERSHIP IS CRITICAL TO SELF-
DETERMINATION

I am sure the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs is well
aware of recent administrative proposals generated by the BIA and
INS under the guise of "improvements" which would have been
devastating to Indian Co,..ntry. There was obviously no attempt to
consult with Tribal leadership oa these policy proposals until
forced to do so by Congress. This policy formulation and
implementation process from behind closed doors is both
unacceptable and unreasonable. If these policies had been
discussed openly with Tribal leadership in a spirit of dialogue, I

would expect that some policies would have been endorsed given
modification. Unfortunately, the BIA particularly has adopted a
posture of confrontation and intimidation. The IHS has met
extensively with Tribal leaders this past year, but are being
forced to implement policies created by faceless and unaccountable
bureaucrats in the Health Resource Services Administration.
Possibly the IHS relationship on consultation is only a mcre
sophisticat,d approach to Tribes for telling our future with the

American Indiin leaders observe with amazement and cynicism the
continued attempts by administration officials to superimpose
their administrative concepts without consultation. Is it so
unreasonable for us to be involved in the decision-making
processes directly impacting our lives in the spirit of self-
determination? Without our involvement, plans become plots,
strategies become manipulations, and new priorities become
attacks. The list of negative assessments of administrative
initiatives in the House Interior FY88 appropriations report is

clear testament to their non-ability to communicate with Tribes.

Just last week the BIA held a meeting in Reno, Nevad to discuss
how the Self Determination Grants, Core Management Grants or Small
Tribe Assistance Grants, and Co tract Support allocations will be
made. Tribal leaders were not asked to participate. Once again
were being told, by our omission, that our contribution to
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disLussions or the implementation of programs affecting our
communities and lives are irrelevant by the Bureaucrats. Our
voices and views, however, will be heard.

The bureaucracies give lip-service to consultation. Top admini-
strative officials fly in to hastily arranged meetings, tell us
or their plans, and dash off to an awaiting plane and call this
consultation. Mid-level administrators call Tribal officials to
local meetings, vaguely explain program initiatives, and are
unable to answer the most basic questions and this is called
consultation. We will break down this communication barrier if we
have to legislate administrator behavior as our voices and views
will be heard.

The past few years will be remembered as years when many changes
to Federal programs for Indians were attempted, some successfully,
without meaningful consultation and without giving Tribal
governing bodies on opportunity to examine the impact on their
communities. It has been an era of the bureaucracy attempting to
regain control over programs being operated by Tribes, through
removal of the funding from the Indian Priority System. Attempted
avoidance by the Federal government of its obligations seems to
have been the theme of budget submissions, by both agencies.
Hopefully, these P.L. 93-638 amendments will further promote thc
policy of self-determination.

I express these concerns from frustrations in making Indian Self-
Determination a workable reality. Certainly there will be pro-
blems in the future; that is to be expected. But stable Tribal
government operations and meaningful Tribal leadersnip involvement
on policy development are essential ingredients to Indian Self-
Determination.

638 AMENDMENTS ARE POSITIVE DIRECTION

We support the amendments to the language in the act whi..h

recognize that the federal government s relationship to each
Indian Tribe is unique, and which supports strong Tribal govern-
ments.

For example we support amendment sections that streamline the
contracts process by developing the non procurement contract, by
creating mature contracts, by consolidation of mature contracts
with reduced reporting requirements, and by protecting the funding
base of contracts from Secretarial reduction.

We are pleased that the issues or over and under recovery are
addressed positively. The nemesis is of theoretical over and un-
der recoveries has plagued Tribal administration long enough.
Tribes have testified to Congress as far back as 1982 that the
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problems of over and under recovery are causing Tribes to go bank-
rupt. With your prompt action on this bill, Tribes can survive
the upcoming fiscal year.

We certainly support the many other provisions of the bill. We're
also very appreciative of the opportunity we've had to work with

the staff and provide input while this bill was being drafted.
This has occurred in the best sense of Indian Self Determination.
Unlike some of our recent dealing with the BIA and IHS, this

Committee and it's staff have recognized that there must be Tri-
bal input into decisions essential to Tribes.

Hopefully, with these improvements to the law in place, we can im-
prove our stability and make even more progress towards gaining a
greater measure of self sufficiency.
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UNITED SIOUX TRIBES OF SOUTH DAKOTA
TIMCNY

SENATE COMMIfThE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

P.L. 93-638
ir:.ean Self-Determination Act Amendments

Mr. Chairman and ?.embers of the Senate Committee on indir, Affairs,
I am very delightel to testify before the Committee toda), regarding
the proposed amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Ac. The
Indian tribes In the Aberdeen Area have really had problems with
P.L. 93-638 contracting mechanic, within the law. Of course the

Bureau of Indian Affairs has not made I any east for the tribal
governments to function In ,antractinq.

I think tne tribes appreclite the law of P.L. 93-638 and its Intent
to strengthen tribal Governments through c ntracting, but if I may
suggest that the Bureau of indiann writes the regulations that those
SJIMe regulations go through a counseitation process with the tribe,
who must live by them. In other words the Bureau of Indian Affairs
under minds the sole Intent of Congress through the law to subvert
the Indian tribal goverment progress where the act was suppose to
help.

The Indian tribes would progress more quickly in contracting with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service if they did
not have to live under the fear of raduced indirect costs or a

shortage of funds In the contract budget. There is never enough
funds requested by the Bureau of Indian kffairs In their budget for
the Indian tribal governments to prove quality services to their
tribal membership. Indian people have suffered long enough over the
years with brokon promises and very little production by our

trustee. We must have the involvement from Senators like yourselves
who try to understand our problems as complica.ed as they may seem,
we are still people with needs like any one else.

Mr. Chairman, the United Sioux Tribes of South Dakota supports the
Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments with some additions to the
bill. In Section (7) in sub-section (c) on page 13, under donate,
should Include the words and assets inserted between property and
found. Under sub-paragraph (10) you want to Include the words after
the appropriate Secretary shall disclose the words "within 30 days"
because sometimes the federal agenices dealing with tribal

government, find ways of flaming some federal employee for not

getting the work accomplished.

Somewhere In the bill Senator, it should include allowable funds to
tribal governments from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian
Health Service monies to pay for indirect costs proposals.

Also, in the bill the words "carry forward waived" for tribes who
lack the resources to repay the government. The Inspector General's
office uses that term In their review to reduce the indirect cost
the tribes are suppose to receive.

Thank you.

`tom
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

My li-me Margaret Roberts and I am the Chairman of the

Kodiak Area Native Association, a tribal nrganization serving the

needs of the Alaska Native people from the Kodiak Island group.

I am also a member of the Board of the Alaska Native Health

Board, a statewide organization established to champion the

health care needs of Alaska's Native people. I am testifying

today on behalf of the Alaska Native Health Board, as well as on

behalf of the Alaska Association of Regional Health Diree-nrs and

their thirteen member tribal organizations: the Aleutian/Pribilof

Islands Association, the Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation,

the Copper River Native Associat 1, the EEDA Consortium of

tribes, the Kodiak Area Native Association, the Maniilag

Association, The North Pacific Rim, the North Slope Borough, the

N'irton Sound Health Corporation, the Southcentral Foundation, the

Southeast Alaska Regional Health Corporation, the Tanana Chiefs

Conference and the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation.

In Alaska we have a very special interest in the amendm, .ts

zo the Indian Self-Determination Act now pending before this

Committee. Ever since its passage in 1975, Alaska's 200 tribes

and their representative tribal organizations have been leaders

in the government-to-government contracting authorized by the

Act. For instance, in FY 1987 tribes and trial organizations in

- 2 -
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Alaska have contracts with the Indian Health Service totally.

some $46.2 million (including IPA budgets), well over one-third

the entire Alaska Area IHS budget. On the BIA side, the Juneau

Area Office indicates that approximately $16.5 million in Self-

Determination contracts are currently in effect.

The Alaska Native Health Board, the Association of Regional

Health Directors and the regional health corporations unanimously

support the proposed 1987 Indian Self-Determination Act

Amendments. The amendments will substantially improve the 638

contracting process, remove many of the impediments which

currently exist in the 638 contracting process, relieve 638

contractors of inappropriate contract and special procurement

requirements, and compel the Department of the Interior and the

Department of He ith and Human Services to follow the Act's

mandate despite these agencies' oft-stated view that certain

types of programs are not coLtractible.

With this in mind, I turn to a few specific provisions in

the Act which are of particular interest to us in Alaska.

1. Federal Tortg2.aims Act coverage,

First, we very strongly support Section 201(a) of the bill

establishing a new Section 102(c)(2)(A). This new section would

bring tribes, tribal contractors and their health care provider

employees under the umbrella protection of the Fe&'ral Tort

- 3 -
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Claims Act. In 1975 Congress intended that, with regard to

funding, a 638 contractor would stand in the shoes of the United

States. That is, the contractor would carry out specified health

programs otherwise carried out by the United States. Likewise,

under Section 106(h) the 638 contractor would receive funds "(no)

less than *he appropriate Secretary would have otherwise provided

for his direct operation of the programs *** ". At the same

time, Congress authorized the Secretary of Health and Hums^

Services to require "adequate liability insurance (Section

103(c)).

When we in Alaska have negotiated contrac:s with the Indian

Health Service we have never been satisfied that the Service has

fully funded those contracts in accordance with Section 106(h).

But even if the Service did so, there is no component in the

Service budget for liability insurance. For this reason, IHS has

never added funds in 638 contracts to cover the costs of

malpractice insurance premiums. Instead, such insurance has been

paid for out of program funds at the direct expense of those

programs. We do not believe that Congress intended for the

Indian people to shoulder the burden of liability coverage which

had always been carried by the Federal Government under the

Federal Tort Claims Act.

To us this system makes little sense in logic, and has

resulted in millions of dollars being spent on insurance premiums

- 4 -
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rather than on Native American health care. The problem has also

undermined the contracting process itself. The Maniilaq

Association is experiencing severe difficulties in negotiating

their new contract to operate the Kotzebue Service Unit in part

precisely because of this insurance question. The Yukon-

Kuskokwim Health Corporation may well be unable to contract to

operate the in- patie't services in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta

Service Unit if it is required to purchase liability insurance- -

not simply because of the cost of the insurance, but because such

insurance may simply not be available. Other corporations like

the Southeast Alaska Regional Health Corporation have net this

crisis by setting up their own self-insurance fund. But again,

this has only been possible by diverting hundreds of thousands of

dollars which by all rights should be spent to provide health

care services to our people.

According to a recent survey undertaken by the IHS Alaska

Area office, from 1984 through 1987 malpractice premiums for

Alaska's 638 contractors climbed from $293,406 to $1,314,465- -

some 448%! In the next ..iscal year these premiums are estimated

to rise At A minimum an additional 30%, to $1,709,252. To make

matters even worse, during the same pericl most coverages have

been reduced to $500,000 from $1,000,000. Because of the

insurance crisis, coserage is often entirely unavailable.

Finally, in other areas insurance companies simply will not

insure the bulk of the 638 contractor's employees, including

- 5 -
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Community Health Aides who form the backbone of rural health care

in Alaska.

As this history demonstrates, in the last two years, nearly

12.5 million in funds which Congress directed be spent to provide

health car.e. to Alaska's Native people have instead been spent on

insurance premiums. During the same period, only three

malpractice claims were asserted out of t. tens of thousands of

patient contacts. The first two were unsuccessful, and the third

was just recently filed. /n short, 638 contracting produces a

substantial diversion of federal health care dollars to private

insurance companies with no identifiable benefit co the Federal

Government. To us, the answer is clear: the law must be changed

to guarantee Federal Tort Claims Act coverage for 638 contractors

and their health care employees. For this reason, we

wholeheartedly support the Bill's proposal to add a new Section

102(c)(2) to the Act.

We do suggest that the Committee clarify one critical point

when preparing its Report on this very important provision. We

ask that the Committee Report make it abundantly clear that this

or mdment is intended to cover all malpractice suits, including

suits arising out of alleged acts or omissions occurring prior to

the effective date of the Amendment. Presently 638 contractors

in the health field are required to carry what is known as "tail

liability" insurance at a cost which can often exceed the cost of

- 6 -
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cov'rage for claims azcruilig during the policy period. "Tail

liability" covers claims made during the policy period but which

originally accrued sometime before the current policy was

purchased. The combined effect of (1) the "discovery" rule in

many states (which provides that claims do not accrue until the

injury is discovered), (2) the typical two-year statute of

limitations, and (3) the tolling of the limitations period during

the age of minority (which can produce a delay of up to eighteen

years before the statm.e of limitations Lagins to run) means a

638 contractor faces substantial exposure for claims accruing

prior to the effective date of the new proposed amendment. A

limitation of new Section 102(c)(2) strictly to claims arising

after the to the amendments are passed (as opposed to all

claims made .egardless of when they arose) would therefore be of

limited utility in redirecting funds spent on insurance premiums

back to health services.

For these reasons we urge the Committee to favorably report

this Amendment.

2. Title I.

We strongly support Section 102 (modifying the Declaration

of Policy), Secticn 103 (among other things, adding new

definitions for contract costs, direct program costs, indirect

costs, mature contracts and self-determination contracts), and

Section 104 (reducing the records retention requirements

- 7 -
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presently imposed on 638 contractors).

3. Title II.

Section 201 We strongly support Section 201(a) of the bill

redefining the duty of the Secretary of Health and Human Services

to enter into contracts at the request of a tribe or tribal

organization. The new language responds to the problem often

encountered by tribal contractors regarding the contractibility

of certain components of the Indian Health Service. This section

will also provide the necessary authority to allow tribes and

tribal organizations in A:aska to contract with other agencies of

the Cmitel Statos to administer programs benefiting Alaska Native

people. This will provide 638 contractors with new opportunities

to coordinate Native American programs in a way that the Federal

Government itself is presently unable to do.

Because of problems we have encountered in the past, we do

ask that the Committee Report make clear that neither HHS nor BIA

may deny a contract proposal on the ground the activity is a

"trust responsibility" or an "area function". The "trust

responsibility" .fense in theory would be a basis for refusing

any contract since All of the Naive American programs arise out

of the federal government's special trust responsibility. In

practice, it has operated as a means of arbitrarily refusing

contracts. The "area function" defense allows HHS and BIA to

unlawfully refuse to contract a wide array of functions -- for

8



instance, property acquisition, personnel management, data and

planning, community health services, planning and construction of

waste disposal systems -- simply because by administrative

accident or convenience those functions have been staffed at the

area level. We firmly believe most of these functions can be

contracted to the regional tribal contractors. In the rare

instance where they cannot be so divided, an entity like the

Alaska Native Health Board should be able to contract the

function for the entire area provided the Board has resolutions

of support from Alaska's regional health contractors (as

representative, by resolution, of their own tribal villages). We

ask that the Committee Report reflect tnis strong policy in favor

of such contracting.

We also strongly support those portions of Section 201 and

Section 206 which provide stricter guidance on the declination

process and greater procedural protections in that process. In

the past, the declination requirements have often not been

followed. Although many contracts have been denied, rarely has

the declination process been implemented. Most typically, the

declination procedures have simply been evaded by IHS with the

argument that a particular issue is a "threshold" issue and

therefore does not trigger declination rights. We strongly urge

the Committee in its Report to clarify that, by its amendments,

it intends to (dminate the IHS practice of denying contracts on

the basis of perceived "threshold" issues withou ccording the

- 9 -
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tribal contractor all of the declination rights of appeal.

Section 202. With regard to Section 202 of the bill, we

welcome the addition of a new section mandating that the

Secretary provide technical assistance on a non-reimbursable

basis to 638 contractors. We suggest that the amendment be

clarified so that it is directed at both the Secretary of the

Interior and the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

Section 202 would not make any amendmeLts to Section 104(a)

of the Act. However, we do know that in Alaska tribal villages

have been especially damaged by Assistant Secretary of the

Interior Ross Swimmer's proposal to eliminate the Section 104(a)

grant program in FY 1988. Althoigh we understand that Secretary

Swimmer's initiative is likely to be rejected in the

appr^priations process, in the event thin does not occur we ask

the Committee to add language to Section 104(a) which would

preserve this important grant program for our villages.

A related development in Alaska has been the Juneau BIA Area

Office's recent decision to discontinue Section 104(a) grants to

tribal villages on the ground that these villages were not listed

in the official 1986 publication of villages entitled to receive

services from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Bureau

recognizes that all of these villages have long been recognized,

participated in the settlement of aboriginal claims effected by

- 10 -
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the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, and have received BIA

grants ever since the inception of the Section 104(a) grant

program. Nevertheless, as we understand it the singular efforts

earlier this year of a now ex-employee of the BIA's Juneau Area

Office has resulted in the discontinuation of 104(a) grant

funding to these tribes in FY 1987 and beyond. If this matter is

not resolved in the appropriations process we ask that the Select

Committee address this issue as well by directing the Bureau to

restore Section 104(a) grants to all villages which have

historically received them.

Section 204. We in Alaska also strongly support Section

204's administrative provisions, especially in their exemption of

self-datarmination contract- from the Federal Procurement Policy

Act. Even with such an exemption, however, tribal health

contractors are s'.ill required to consult a number of different

sources in determining whether or not they are in compliance with

the law. In addition to the special indirect cost regulations,

tribal contractors must be eware of the relevant provisions in

Titles 41, 42 and 25 of the Code of Federal Regulations. From

the Indian Health Service we are a?so faced with coun'less

"Indian Self-Determination Memoranda", "Indian Self-Determination

Advisories", and other non-published interpretations of the Act

and regulations. Contract negotiations and compliance reviews

often become a game in which each side seeks out progressively

more obscure agency regulations or unpublished interpretations of
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law. Such a game does little justice to the integrity of the

s, f-determination contracting process and only diverts resources

from the ultimate task of providing quality services to Native

Americans through an open government-to-government relationship.

We therefore ask that the Committee consider additional language

requiring that all Departmental interpretations of the Indian

Self-Determination Act and the contracting process be published

in the Federal Register. Regulations should also all be compiled

in one Title of the Code of Federal Regulations. We submic that

tribal and IHS officials alike would be better served by an open,

published and freely accessible set of regulatory groundrules.

Section 205. Other than the Federal Tort Claims Act

provision, arguably the most important provision in the bill is

Section 205, directed at problems associated with contract

funding and indirect costs. The problems of the current indirect

cost system have been well documented elsewhere and need not be

repeated here. A recently published joint report of the

Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board and the Affiliated

Tribes of Northwest Indians, entitled "Determining the True Cost

of Contracting Federal Programs for Indian Tribes", very clearly

marshals this data together. We strongly urge that this

excellent report be made an official part of this hearing record.

The value of Section 205 is that it guarantees -- for the

- 12 -
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first time -- that 638 contractors will receive all contract

costs including indirect costs. Their funds will not be tapped

in order to fund other self-determi,Aon contracts. Their fund:,

will not be tapped to fund the Secretary's morito.inc, or

administrative functions. And their funds will not be tapped to

pay for a wide array of other federal expenses or departmental

initiatives. Each of these provisions is necessary in response

to actual actions or attempted actions in past years. They

therefore provide a new measure of added security to the

contracting process.

The departmental reporting zequirements of subsection (b)

will also be invaluable in future years. The information

would now bP required has frequently been requested by

congressional committees and by tribes and tribal contractors,

often without success. By regularizing the reporting

requirement, the Departments will be encouraged to put it

mechanisms which more accurately report the indirect coat needs

of tribal contractors.

We also welcome the new protections in subsections (c) and

(d). In the past, tribal contractors in Alaska have been

penalized because of the failure of other federal agencies to

recognize the indirect cost rate negotiated between the 638

contractor and the cognizant federal agency. These subsections

will remedy this unjustified hardship which, as illustrated well

- 13 -
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in the Northwest Portland Area Report often leads to a never-

ending cycle of underfunding.

While we welcome time limitations to limit the Secretary's

authority to disallow costs, we believe that the one-year period

set forth in subsection (e) is too long a period to wait for such

notice. Rather, we suggest that a more appropriate time frame

would be 180 days.

Finally, we welcome the special designation of certain

contracts as "mature". We note that as presently drafted the

only consequence of this designation appears to be that a

"mature" contractor is entitled to a 5-year contract rather than

the current maxiLlum 3-year contract. While we agree that this is

an important change, we also believe that the Act should be

amended to reduce the frequency and detail of the monitoring

requirements imposed by IHS. In Alaska, most of the tribal

contractors have been carrying out their contracts successfully

and without substantial audit or program exceptions for many

years. IHS officials and the 638 contractor officials routinely

go through a stylized dance year after year in order to comply

with all of the regulations and manual provisions regarding

contract compliance. The suggested amendment would relieve both

the tribal contractor and the IHS officials from this unnecessary

burden. Of course, the amendment should be drafted in such a way

that IHS officials retain the authority to monitor contract

- 14 -
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compliance and performance where necessary to carry out the Act's

purposes.

4. Additional nrovisions.

In addition to commenting on the existing provisions of the

bill, we would like to suggest several new provisions.

Carryover funds. Under current law, 638 contract funds that

are not expended in the year in which they were originally

appropriated can be "carried over" into the next fiscal year.

Under current law, carryover funds should be made available to

contractors on a virtually automatic basis, and agency

regulations reflect this. See 25 CFR 271.55(b): 42 CFR 36.236.

But in reality the system of providing carryover funds has

several deficiencies.

Some tribal contractors are required to provide a detailed

line item justification for each request for carryover funds,

even where those funds are to be used for their originally

contracted purpose. Furthermore, the agencies generally require

that the audit for the original fiscal year must be complete

before any carryover funds are provided. These factors in

combination create dela's of well over six months in gaining

access to carryover funds. This prevents tribal contractors from

planning for use of these funds on a long tel.' basis, and, as the

- 15 -
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end of the fiscal year approaches, contractors are forced to use

these funds for short term projects that are often not those most

needed by the people.

We propose an amendment to P.L. 93-638 to require that if

carryover tends are to be expended in the succeeding fiscal year

for the purposes for which they were originally contracted, no

additional justification or documentation of these purposes need

be provided by the contractor as a condition of receiving and

expending the funds. The amendment should also provide that at

least 80 percent of carryover funds should be available on the

first day of the succeeding fiscal year, regardless of whether

the audit is complete for the preceding year. The remaining 20

percent would provide a more than adequate margin for error in

case the audit shows that the amount of carryover is somewhat

different than originally estimated.

Intergovernmental_PersonnOAct issues. One of the major

problems which impedes the 638 contracting p'-ocess in Alaska has

been the peculiar rules which govern the assignment of IRS

federal employees to the 63S contractor under the

Intergovernmental Personnel Act. When a tribe assumes control of

a program under a 638 contract it has the option of retaining

current federal employees in the program under the IPA. Such

federal employees are considered either to be "on detail" or "on

leave without pay" from the Agency. The use of the IPA process

- 16 -
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by tribal contractors is both beneficial and critical, for it

assures continuity when shifting from IHS administration to

tribal contractor administration. It also preserves important

federal benefits. However, as interpreted by IHS there are

several peculiar consequences of IPA assignments, with the net

effect that the 638 contracting process is impeded.

First, the IPA agreement itself is considered by IHS to be a

personal agreement. That is, if the particular employee covered

by the IPA agreement resigns or is terminated, the 638 contractor

cannot obtain a replacement federal employee, even if one is

willing and available. Instead the 638 contractor must seek to

hire a replacement on the open market. This severely restricts

the pool of availab)e qualified applicants.

A second problem is that IHS views certain IPA agreements as

possible only if the employee goes on "leave without pay" status.

But if the employee does so, he or she does not receive any

credit toward federal retirement under the period of the leave (a

maximum of 4 years under the IPA). This too, undermines the IPA

process.

Third, the IPA agreement is construed by IHS as specific to

the job itself and the particular GS rating at which the IPA

employee was detailed. As a consequence, a 638 contractor is

unable to promote an employee covered by an IPA agreement.

- 17 -
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Likewise, it is unable to move an employee covered by an IPA

agreement to another job. The lack of career development and job

advancement further undermines the IPA process. Fueher, the

restrictions on shifting IPA employees to new positions severely

impedes the contractor's flexibility to administer the program

effectively. It is not surprising that where the IPA process has

been extensively used in Alaska, over time the number of IPA

positions dwindles.

Lastly, as a rule IHS does not include the IPA budget in a

638 contractor's contract document. For instance, let us assume

the total 638-operated budget is $10 million, and that $5 million

of that amount covers the salaries of IPA employees. In this

situation, IHS will only include $5 million in the 63& contract.

In theory -- and in lac: -- when an IPA employee later leaves his

or her position, the funds committed to the IPA agreement shou:d

be made available to the tribal contractor to hire a replacement.

I, practice, however, IHS has often taken the view that it has

discretion over how to reallocate such funds because the funds

are not "in the contract." Sometimes these funds are shifted by

IHS to cover shortfalls 3n other party of the agency's budget.

As occurred last year with the Southeast Alaska Regional Health

Corporation, this can produce enormous hardships. Under this

scenario a tribal contractor agrees to take over a program with

the understanding that the staffing of that program is fixed in

the contract through the IPA agreements, only to find out several

- 18 -
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months later when vacancies have occurred that the Indian Health

Service refuses to provide the committed runds to fill the

vacancies.

Although the problems associated with application of the

Intergovernmental Personnel Act may seem technical, they are

vitally important to the success of 638 contracting. 638

contracting of major programs cannot succeed without substant4.al

use of the IPA process. Only through the IPA process can

experienced IHS staff, willing to continue with the tribal

contractor, be transferred over without losing their federal

benefits. improving the IPA process is therefore a critical

linchpin in guaranteeing the success of the 638 contracting

process. We urge the Committee to consider adding a new section

to the bill to address these concerns.

Pay Act issues. W.: a:so ask that the Committee address the

need for reform in the Pay Act area. In Alaska, 638 contractors'

employees are ignored for purposes of the Pay Act. That is, the

Area and Central Offices simply do not count tribal employees

when computing the amount :HS needs to fund a certain percentage

increase under the Pay Act. (To our knowledge the same is true

elsewhere.)

Up through fiscal year 1986, whenever the Alaska Area

received its allocation of Pay Act funds 4t would comply with

-19 -
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Section 106(h) by sharing those funds pro rata with 638

contractors in the Alaska Area. Although this allowed the Area

Office, the IHS-operated service units and the 638 contractor-

operated service units and programs to make salary adjustments

under the Pay Act, the funds were necessarily inadequate because

the 638 employees had not been counted when IHS formulated the

original Pay Act budget request to Congress.

In fiscal year 1987, the situation in Alaska has become

considerably worse. Under a proposal just announced by the

Alaska Area Director, the Area's recent allocation of Pay Act

funds may only partially be shared with 638 contractors. such

action would be a plain and flagrant violation of the Pay Act as

well as the provisions of Section 106(h) of the Indian Self-

Determination Act gvaranteeing that tribal contractors will be

funded at no less than the same level as if the program were

being directly operated by IHS.

IHS officials appear to recognize the problem and the

zlsulting inequities, but have refused to change their practice.

To meet this problem we ask that the Select Committee consider

adding a new section requiring that the Secretary of the Interior

and the Secretary of Health and Human Services count all full-

time equivalent (FTC) employees of 638 contractors when

requesting Pay Act increases, and likewise distribute Pay Act

increases to such 638 contractors on the same basis. Without

- 20 -
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such an amendment, employees of 638 contractors will contirue to

operate at a disadvantage, in violation of Section 10f(h), as

compared to their federal counterparts.

Alaska CoSt_of Living Allowance. Finally, we ask that the

Committee address the cost of living problem in Alaska. As the

Committee is aware, in Alaska and Hawaii all federal employees

receive a 25% cost of living adjustment (COLA) over and above the

regular federal employee's salary.

638 contractors in Alaska assume

program, the amount they receive to

The COLA is not taxed.

control of an IHS or

When

BIA

fund a particular position is

theoretically the same amount the agency was paying for that

position, and thus includes the COLA. However, since employees

o' tribal contractors are not ,:onsideled federal employees, the

entire amount of the 638 contract employee's salary is subject to

federal inccme taxation. This means a real dollar reduction in

pay of $3,000 or $4,000 for a federal employee who opts to join

the 638 contractor as a tribal employee. This presents yet

another impediment to 638 contracting and perpetuates an

inequality in the funding of 638-operated and direct-operated

programs.

To meet this concern we suggest that the Committee add a new

section to the Bill providing that 20% of the income of employees

hired under a 638 contract in Alaska shall be exempt from any

tederal income taxation. Such a provision would equalize the 638

- 21 -
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employee in Alaska with his or her counterparts at INS and BIA.

On behalf of the Alaska Native Health Board, the Association

of Regional Health Directors, and the Association's member tribal

organizations, I thank the Committee for the opportunity to

testify. I would be glad to answer any questions you may have.

- 22 -
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INUIAN SELF-DETENHINATICU AM EDUCATION ASSISTAUCT. ACT
PROPOSED ANSAMLWFS

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Inter Tribal Council of

Arizcio, I appreciate the opportunity to present testimony on the

proposed amendments to Public Law 93-638 offered by the Senate

Select Ourtnittee on Ir lanAffairs.

The Indian Sell-Determination and Dducation Assistance Act

(P.L. 93-638,, as amended) is a forceful ar.1 clear statement of

policy by the Oonyress that calls for maximum Indian

participation in tne yoverment and education of the Indian

people, tor the full 1:articipation of Indian yoverments in

Indian proyraws and services conducted by the federal goverment,

and tile development of hunan resources of the Indian people.

The Serrate Select Lummittee on Indian Affairs took the time

to hold oversight hearings on P.L. 93-633 earlier this year and

has made an effort to solicit tribal consultation through a

serier of meetings wxth appropriate tribal representatives. This

process provided the Senate Select Committee staff the necessary

information to draft appropriate amendments to the Act. The

Curinittee's efforts to identify and clarify the issues in order

to draft the necessary amendments is highly commendable.

Issues

The Inter Tribal 0ouncil of Arizona has worked with Indian

yoverments over the past three years to identify concerns with

P.L. 93-638 contracts, grants, funding and federal/tribal

coordination. The Ommittee on Indian Affairs has responded
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positively to many of the ancerns identified 1y Indian leaders,

incluainy:

- Tne need for the BIA and IHS to fully fund tribal, indirect

costs for P.L. 93-638 contracts.

- The need for year-to-year stability of funding levels in

order to improve planning and manayement of programs.

- Clarifyiny that federal procurement laws and acquisition

reyulations should not apply to Indian Self-Determination

contracts.

- Reducing the paperwork and rewrtin.3 relimanents,

particularly for "mature' ountrxets.

- Allowiny for consolidation of mature contracts, and

multiyear contracts.

- Alleviatiny problems associated with overrecovery and

underrecovery of indirect costs fain federal ayencies other

than the 81.A and IHS.

- Improviny avenues for contract appeals and cuntlict

resolution.

Reoardaendation

Indian Self-Determination does not only involve ccntractiny.

Indian Self-Determination also includes a cooperative working

relationship between federal ayencies and Indian yovernmente.

Tne Phoenix Area tor the BIA and IHS covers three states, ten BIA

Agencies, ten LIS service units, and 42 tribal goVernnents. The

8IA has sane 280 contracts with tribes in ArizDna, Nevada and

Utah. The current 60-day thneframe for approvia4 contracts and

resolviny application differences creates a crisis-oriented

2
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adversarial relationslup tr-:t has resulted in delays fot contract

approvals. The Inter Tribal Council of Arizona reccuinends that

the Senate Select Cornb.ttee Include lanyuage In the amendments to

P.L. 93-638 that would:

- provide f>r a one -year tune period for tribes and federal

ayer^les to plan negotiate and enter into new

con. _s. This wuyer time period is especially unix)rtant

to enable the BIALnd MS to relocate federal personnel, and

to plan for Lulyet requests for indirect costs.

- require BIA anu Ills Area Directors to annually report to

tribes oh the programs operated by their respective Area

Offices, inclwiny workload statements, ET1)3, planned

oWyets and actual expenditures.

ITCA, Inc.
9/21/87

3
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RESOLUTION NO. 266-87-CR

WHEREAS, the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe of South Dakota is an unincorporated
tribe of Indians, having accepted the provisions of the Act of June

18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984)c and

WHEREAS, the Tribe, in order to establish its tribal organization; to conserve
its tribal property,. to develop its common resources; and to promote
the general welfare of its people, has ordained and established a
Constitution and By-Laws, and

WHEREAS, the Tribe is a member of the National Congress of American Indians
(NCAI), and as a member can introduce resolutions for consideration
and adoption by the general membership of NCAI, and

WHEREAS, the foregoing is a resolution that the Tribe wishes to have introduced
and adopted by the general membership of the National Congress of

American Indians at their 44 th Annual Corvention, and

WHEREAS, the Congress approved and the President signed into lay, Public Law
93-638, Indian Self-Determination and Education Act, and

WHEREAS, the intent of this Act was to enable Indian Tribes to operate the
various programs of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and Indian Health
Service (IHS) by contracting with the Federal Government to provide

the general services authorized by these programs, and

WHEREAS, Tribes did begin entering into contracts with the Federal Government
for the various programs of the BIA and IHS with the assumption that
the staffing and funding of these programs would always be adequate
to fulfill their contract obliations and that the level of services
would continue such as when the BIA and IHS were to administer the

Programs, and

WHEREAS, Tribes now find themselves increasingly unable to fulfill the obligations
of their contracts due to the lack of adequate staff and funding, and

WHEREAS,, Tribe: are now forced to subsidize these contracted Programs from
their already depleted Tribal Operating Budgets and Tribes can no longer

subsidize these contracted 638 Programs, and

WHEREAS,. Tribes were also assured that they would receive contract support dollars
to administer these contracted Programs and these support dollars are
not being realized by the Tribes, again the Tribes are being forced to
absorb these contract support costs for these support dollars, and

WHEREAS? Tribes are also concerned about the liability of not being able to

fulfill their contract obligations, now

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Council is hereby
recommending that National Congress of American Indians advise Indian
Tribes to consider retroceding their P.L. 93-638 contracts with BIA

and IHS until such time that le Tribes are provide with adequate staff,

funding and contract dollars to administer their Programs.
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CERTIFICATION

I, the undersigned, as Secretary of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, certify that
the Tribal Council is composed of fifteen (15) members, of whom 13, constituting
quorum, were present at a meeting, duly and reguls.ly called, noticed, convened

and held this 2nd day of September, 1987, Regular Session; and that the foregoing
resolution was duly adopted at such meeting by an affirmative vote of 13 for, 0
against, 0 not voting and 2 absent.

LQii 7.4!..e.//44,
Arlene Ton :paeta
Cheyenne er Si Trite
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OMAHA TRIBE OF NEBRASKA

September 17, 1987

Daniel K. Inouye, Chairman
United States Senate
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
Room 838
Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act. "ublic Law 93-638

Phone 14021837 5391

hiEmBERS

C.

Dear Chairman Inouye:

I am lonored to be invited to this hearing today to assist
in rectifying problems that have arisen out of the contracting
processes contained in the Indian Self-Determination and

Education Assistance Act. As Chairman of the Omaha Tribe of
Nebraska and a member of the Tribal Couhcil, I have assisted tha
Tribe in negotiating its long-standing contractual relationship
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service.
As a result, I am uniquely qualified to set forth for you the
difficulties which have arisen and the potential solutions so
that the Congressional policy which will allow maximum Indian
participation in the direction of educational as well as other
federal services to Indian communities to be realized. It is
imperative that the provisions of the Indian Self-Determination
and Educational Assistance Act be amended to maximize the
establishment of a meaningful Indian self-determination policy
which will permit the orderly transition from federal domination
of programs for services to Indian people to effective and

meaningful participation by Indian people in the plar...ing,

conduct and administration of those programs and services.
Further, we applaud the Congressional goal of improving the
quality and quantity of educational services and opportunities
which will permit the Indian children to compete and excel in
life areas of their choice, and to achieve the measure of self-
determination essential to their social and economic well being.
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With regard to the specific goals, it is my honor to inform
you that the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska supports the amendments
contained in the August 7, 1987 draft which is to amend the
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act.

With regard to the proposed amendments I will set forth my
comments.

TITLE I - ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

Sec. 102, Declaration of Policy. The Omaha Tribe of
Nebraska fully agrees with the amendments which would strengthen
the policy of the United States to support and assist Indian
tribes in the development of strong and stable tribal
governments, capable of administrating quality programs and
development the economies of the respected communities.

,Zec. 103. Definitions The Omaha Tribe of Nebraska fully
support.:, the amendment to Section 4 of the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act by inserting the
definitions contained in Section 103. Specifically, the Tribe
supports the provisions that indirect cost rates are to be
arrived at through a negotiation between the Tribe, tribal
organization and the cognizant federal agency and the provisions
requiring implementation of the mature contract provisions in the
contracting process.

.1. ts. The Omaha
Tribe of 14 raska fully supports changes contained in Sec. 104.

TITLE II - INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION ACT AMENDMENTS

Sec. 201, Self-Determination Contracts. The Omaha Tribe of
Nebraska fully supports the amendment contained in Sec. 201 of
the Self-Detmination and Education Assistance Act requiring the
Secretary, upon the request of the Tribe or Tribal organization,
to enter into a contract to plan, conduct and administer
programs, which includes corstruction programs or portions
thereof ay eet :girth in the Indian Reorganization Act, the Snyder
Act, any functicns, authorities and responsibilities of the
Secretary of Health and Human Services as set forth in the Act of
Aligust 5, 1954 (68 Stat. 674), instruction programs which are
administered by the Secretary for the benefit of Indians for
which appropriations are made to agencies other than the
Department of Health and Human Services or the Department of

1
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Interior and programs for the benefit of Indians without regard
to the agency within which it is performed.

Further, the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska fully supports the
procedures set forth which will ensure the Tribe or Tribal
organization specific findings upon which the self-determination
contract is declined. Finally, with regard to Sec. 201, the

Omaha Tribe of Nebraska fully supports the provisions for the
provisions consolidating contracts and applying the Federal Tort
Claims Act to the contractor when carrying out the provisions of
Sec. 104(b) of the proposed amendments.

Sec. 202. Technical Assistance and Grants to Tribal
Organizations. The Omaha Tribe of Nebraska supports the

amendment of Sec. 104 of the Indian Self-Determination and

Education Assistance Act as set forth therein.

Sec. 203, Personnel. The Omaha Tribe of Nebraska fully
supports the provisions set forth in this section.

sec. 204. Administrative Provisions. The Omaha Tribe of
Nebraska supports the provisions contained in Sec. 204 which set
forth the time periods for mature and nonmature contracts.
Further, the Tribe supports the provisions of Sec. 204 which
permit the Tribe or Tribal organization when carrying out a

contract to utilize existing facilities and equipment and other
personal property owned by the government and allows the
Secretary to donate to the Tribe or Tribal organization title to
personal property found to be in excess of the needs of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Indian Health Service or the
General Services Adminisration.

Sec. 205. Contract Funding and Indirect Costs. The Omaha
Tribe of Nebraska would like to specifically point out its

support for the amendments to Sec. 106 of the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act which require that the
amount of funds provided under the terms of the self-
determination contract not be less than the appropriate Secretary
would have otherwise provided for the direct operation of the
programs or portions thereof for the period covered by the
contract, nor shall the funds be reduced by the Secretary in
subsequent years except by a reduction in Congressional
appropriation from the previous fiscal year for the program or
functions to be contracted. Further, the Tribe supports the
provisions that funding not be reduced by the Secretary to pay
for federal functions nor be reduced by the Secretary to pay for
costs of federal personnel displaced by a self-determination
contract.

Finally, the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska fully supports the
provisions contained In Sec. 205(b), setting forth the annual
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reporting requirements to the Select Committee on Indian affairsand the Committee on Appropriations of the United States Senateand to the Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs andAppropriations of the United States House of Representation.Most importantly, the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska applauds theprovisions contained in Sec. 205(c) and (d) wherein Indian tribesand tribal organizations shrtl not be liable for the differencesbetween the amounts actually
lollected and the amounts that wouldhave been collected at 1004 of the indirect cost rate, or amountsattributable to theoretical or actual under-recoveries ortheoretical over-recoveries of indirect cost rates, as set forthin the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-87 incurred forfiscal years prior to fiscal year 1988.

Sec. 206. Contract Al:meals. The Omaha Tribe of Nebraskafully supports the addition of Sec. 206 to the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act allowing FederalDistrict Courts original jurisdiction concurrent with the Courtof Claims or a civil action or claim against the appropriate
Secretary arising under contracts.

Further, the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska fully supports theprovisions set forth in Sec. 206(b) preventing the United Statesfrom unilaterally modifying
self-determination contracts andapplying the Equal Access to Justice Act to administrativeappeals by Indian tribes and tribal organizations regarding self-"determination contracts.

&lc 207. Savings Provisions. The Omaha Tribe of Nebraskafully supports this provision.

Dec. 208. Severability. The Omaha Tribe of Nebraska fullysupports this provision.

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to presentthe foregoing material to the United States Senate.

DLM/11n
JMP35.01

Sincerely,

e2e2.-0- (7.437/1414/24:Q
Doran L. Morris, Chairman
Omaha Tribe of Nebraska
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